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ABSTRACT
The following study is a description and analysis of six discourse markers in
Tunisian Arabic. In it I will attempt to determine the syntactic and pragmatic roles of
each marker, describing its function in discourse. The final analysis will be based on
the pragmatic model of relevance theory.
I have based my study on thirty-two (32) texts in Tunisian Arabic, looking at
frequently-occurring discourse markers in these texts and analyzing them based on
their discourse roles in terms of local cohesion and pragmatic inference.
The conclusions of this study focus on the conceptual and procedural content of
each discourse marker. I have attempted to identify the syntactic and pragmatic role of
all six markers, looking at their argumentative functions in discourse. The result is a
unified pragmatic function for each discourse marker.

xi

CHAPTER 1
In the following study, I will analyze six discourse markers in Tunisian Arabic from
the perspective of both a grammar-based discourse analysis and relevance theory. I
intend to describe each marker’s roles in local cohesion and pragmatic inference,
attempting to explain the discourse function of each marker and describing any
distinctive phenomena associated with it.
In Chapter 2 I will provide some background information on Tunisian Arabic, its
sociolinguistic setting and some distinctive features of its syntax, morphology and
phonology. Chapter 2 will also describe my research methodology, including the
charting of texts and the choosing of which markers to analyze. Chapter 3 contains the
theory behind my research, looking at models of communication, especially relevance
theory, and applying those models to discourse analysis. I will explain why I chose the
path I did in analyzing discourse markers. Chapter 4 contains the analysis itself; in it I
study each marker from a local cohesion and pragmatic perspective, ending with a
description of the marker’s essential function in discourse. Chapter 5 concludes the
study and suggests further avenues of research.
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CHAPTER 2

2.1 Relation of Tunisian Arabic to Modern Standard Arabic and
other Arabic colloquial varieties
The origins of Tunisian Arabic are from Classical, or Qur’anic Arabic. When Muslim
armies arrived in North Africa in the late seventh century (Julien 1970:7), settling in
present-day Tunisia and throughout North Africa, they brought their language with
them. Over centuries of co-existence between Arabs and Berbers, and the slow
domination and integration of Berber communities, Arabic became the native language
for virtually all inhabitants of Tunisia; yet the variety of Arabic spoken was highly
influenced by the spoken varieties of Berber in the area. Numerous words were adopted
into Arabic, and Berber’s propensity to create complex syllables became a part of
Tunisian colloquial Arabic. Other more recent influences of Tunisian Arabic include
Turkish, due to Ottoman rule from the early sixteenth to early nineteenth century
(Julien 1970:282), Italian, and most recently French, as a result of 75 years of French
colonial rule. A great deal of French vocabulary is used in Tunisian Arabic, some of
which is recognized as being French in origin, while other words have been fully
adopted as Tunisian, or “Derja,” as Tunisian Arabic speakers call their own language.
The Ethnologue (Lewis:2009) estimates that there are 9,400,000 speakers of Tunisian
Arabic. This number is probably closer to eleven million today.
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The closest colloquial variety to Tunisian Arabic is Algerian Arabic; I estimate that
75% of its vocabulary are cognates with TA. The two varieties are very similar
syntactically, and differ primarily in vocabulary (especially the amount of French words
borrowed), vowel positioning and sentence intonation. Libyan and Moroccan Arabic
are also similar, while Maltese, not considered an Arabic variety due to sociolinguistic
factors, is close to Tunisian Arabic as well. North African varieties of Arabic differ
rather significantly from Arabic varieties spoken in the Gulf and the Middle East, and
are very difficult for Middle Easterners to understand. While TA and Modern Standard
Arabic (MSA) are rather similar phonologically (excluding syllable structure), they
differ considerably lexically and syntactically.
Most Tunisians view their language as being a corrupted version of Modern
Standard, or even Qur’anic, Arabic. It is perceived as a “dialect” without a grammar,
and generally unworthy of study. Tunisians live in a classic diglossic situation, in which
the low variety (L) is a native tongue and is used for virtually all daily life activities,
while the high variety (H) is used in writing, education, and formal settings. Tunisian
Arabic’s domains of use are growing over time, as it is becoming more and more
acceptable socially to use the colloquial variety on television, radio, and social media.
Yet it remains largely restricted to the oral domains, as only MSA is used for writing.
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Figure 1:Tunisia and its western neighbors (Ethnologue: 2012)

2.2 Varieties of Tunisian Arabic
Tunisians typically divide their language into three relatively distinct varieties:
coastal, northwest, and southern. These varieties differ largely in terms of vocabulary,
with some phonological differences evident. All are easily mutually intelligible. It
appears that these differences are diminishing over time due to the growing influence of
Tunisian media, largely produced in the capital, where the coastal dialect is spoken
(Gibson 1999). I will focus my study on the coastal dialect, as it is considered the
standard Tunisian variety; however, I believe all six markers which I will discuss are
used in each variety of Tunisian Arabic.
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2.3 Overview of syntax, morphology
Tunisian Arabic exhibits SVO basic word order, unlike Modern Standard Arabic,
which is VSO1. Example (1 is a typical Tunisian Arabic sentence:
(1)

S
ʕaɾfi
boss_1SG.POSS

V

O

tbɛsːəm

ʔɪbtisɛmɪt

ɪɾəðaʔ

smile of

DET_happiness

smile.3SG.PST

‘My boss smiled the smile of happiness.’
The claim of SVO word order is debatable, but it seems to be a more reasonable account
of the data, as I found through a simple tallying of sentence types from a number of
collected stories (not all of which have been used in this study). Out of a total of 358
clauses, only one exhibited clear VSO structure, and fifteen (15) others were VS in
nature. These numbers were dwarfed by those of SVO and SV clauses. While simple
majority is not proof for a word order template, the evidence does tend to point to SVO
word order. Charting of texts (see 2.5 below) made it clear that it is generally easier to
fit clauses into an SVO structure than a VSO one. Tunisian Arabic’s SVO structure is
confirmed by Amel Khalfaoui (2009:17) in her introduction to Tunisian Arabic.
Yet perhaps a more realistic analysis is that the word order of TA (Tunisian Arabic)
is largely dependent on sentence articulation: the topic of a sentence comes first,
regardless of its syntactic role. (Gibson 2012, personal correspondence) In the case of
sentences with focus-presupposition articulation, the focus is “fronted” before the rest of
the clause nucleus, but is often not the subject of the sentence; instead, it occurs before

1

Here and throughout the paper, I will use the syntactic terminology of generative grammar theory.

Any terms I use which may have different meanings across different theoretical frameworks should be
interpreted according to generative grammar.
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the subject. Word order, then, is rather flexible, and one can find examples of SVO,
VSO, SV, VS, VOS, SOV and OSV sentences in natural texts. The following clauses give
examples of VS, SOV and VSO word order:
(2)

V

S

ʕaqlɪtu

χdimə

recognize.3SGF.PST

servant

‘A servant recognized her.’
(3)

S

O

V

ɛnɜ

ɪslemɛn

mɛnsɜdquʃ

1SG

DET_Slimen

believe.1SG_3SG.OBJ_NEG

‘I Slimen I don’t believe him.’
(4)

V

S

O

tɛhdiliʃ

ʔɛnti

hɛdɛijə

give.gift.2SG_to_1SG_POSSIB 2SG

gift

‘Would you give me a gift?’
Another way in which the syntax of Tunisian Arabic (TA) is distinct from that of
Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) is in the positioning of demonstratives. The default
position for demonstratives in TA is after the noun, while demonstratives come before
nouns in MSA. See example (5, in which the demonstrative follows the head noun:
(5)

Head Noun

Demonstrative

ɪlħæqiqɜ m̩ tɛʕk hɛðɛjə
DET_truth of_2SG DEM

‘that truth of yours’
Like most varieties of Arabic, fusional infixes are central to nominal and verbal
morphology, as most words are based on a three-consonant root. TA’s verbal
morphology is more complex than the morphology of MSA, which isolates as separate
words negation markers and indirect objects, for example. Note in example (6 the
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fusional inflectional morphology which takes place when a noun is pluralized, and the
numerous morphemes which make up one verb in example (7:
(6)

(7)

Sing

Plural

Dɜbuzɜ

dəbɛbɪz

Bottle

bottles

Mɛχðithɛluʃ
take.1SG.PST_3SGF.OBJ_to_3SG_NEG

The syllable structure of Tunisian Arabic, and of most varieties of North African
Arabic, is rather complex, as vowels which may occur in Modern Standard Arabic or
Middle Eastern colloquial varieties are dropped. Thus, CCVCCC syllables, such as the
following, are possible:
(8)

C V. CCVCCC
m ɛ .χ s ɜ ɾ t ʃ
lose.1SG.PST_NEG

‘I didn’t lose.’
The consonant inventory of TA is virtually identical to that of MSA, except for
pharyngealized consonants, which do not seem to be realized in typical Tunisian Arabic
speech. For example, the two voiced interdental graphemes in Arabic, ‘dhod’ and ‘dha’,
one of which is pharyngealized and the other of which is not, are pronounced virtually
the same in TA, while they are not in MSA.
The vowel system is noticeably different between Tunisian Arabic and most other
colloquial varieties, in that some vowels (especially those transcribed as an ‘alif’ in
Arabic script) are much more fronted. [a] becomes [æ] in the following example:
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(9)

Syrian

Tunisian

[waħɪt]

[wæħɪt]

2.4 Research on Tunisian Arabic
Tunisian Arabic remains a largely unstudied language; large holes exist in the
linguistic literature. The studies which have been produced have primarily focused on
sociolinguistic issues (Gibson 1999, Lawson and Sachdev 2000) and morphology
(Kilani-Schoch, 1984, Behloul, 1994). Two pieces of research deal specifically with a
discourse topic in Tunisian Arabic: Amel Khalfaoui’s study of demonstratives (Khalfaoui
2009) and a study of reference and cognitive status by Gundel et.al. (2007).

2.5 Research methodology of this study
I began my research by identifying and collecting thirty-two (32) texts in Tunisian
Arabic. These texts were all from public domain sources: radio shows, TV programs,
newspaper articles, and web sites. Each discourse is in Tunisian Arabic; some are more
formal than others, and thus bear more similarities (primarily lexically) to Modern
Standard Arabic. Most of these stories were collected in audio or video format, and so
needed to be transcribed into Arabic script. Once the transcription was finished, I put
the texts into chart from using Microsoft Excel, according to Levinsohn and Dooley’s
model (Levinsohn and Dooley 2000). The charts were based on SVO sentence structure.
I marked clausal constituents which had been moved, discourse breaks, and implicit
elements in the clause nucleus. Sentences were numbered and breaks in the discourse
identified. I also transliterated the Arabic into the International Phonetic Alphabet
(IPA), glossed it (largely following Leipzig standards) and provided a free translation.
The thirty-two (32) charts were from the following genres:
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Narrative: 7 texts
Descriptive: 10 texts
Hortatory: 9 texts
Conversation: 6 texts
Once the charts were ready, I identified all the words in the texts which could be
considered discourse markers. Based on that list of markers for possible analysis, I
chose six words according to their pragmatic complexity and frequency of occurrence in
the texts. I selected the following markers (with number of occurrences in parentheses):
raho (23 occurrences) mau (9) yekhi (11) mela (7) ti (12) and ‘ad (6) I then proceeded
to analyze each of these markers based on both a syntactic sentence-level model of local
cohesion, and relevance theory pragmatic analysis. (see 3.4.3 below).
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CHAPTER 3

3.1 Introduction
I will begin this chapter by comparing two different models of communication: a
classical code model and a relevance theory model. After explaining relevance theory
and its implications for semantics and pragmatics, I intend to discuss a syntactic model
of discourse analysis. This model will be compared to a relevance theory-based
analysis, followed by an assessment of the benefits of each. Finally, I will explain how I
used each model in my analysis of six discourse markers in Tunisian Arabic.

3.2 Classical Code Model of Communication
Human communication involves a number of complicated processes. According to
the classical communication model, a speaker forms a thought which he would like to
express to his hearer. He then encodes that thought in a language which both he and
the hearer understand. The hearer subsequently decodes the message spoken to her and
processes it as a thought in her mind. In this way, we as humans attempt to transfer
thoughts from one mind to another.
For instance, if I am walking with a friend on a windy day, I might want to express
what I am thinking about the weather. So I encode that thought in an utterance in
English and say,
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(10) The wind is very strong today.

I have taken my thought about a weather phenomenon (“the wind”), its nature
(“very strong”) and the time of its occurrence (“today”), found the appropriate lexical
items for each, and encoded them in speech, putting them together according to the
grammatical patterns of the language I am speaking. My friend, the hearer, then hears
my encoded message and decodes it into a thought in her mind. Thus, we have
successfully communicated.
The preceding discussion, then, is a very basic outline of the classical
communication model, in which two (or more) interlocutors convey thoughts by means
of a linguistic code. Yet, there are a number of problems with this model. It simply
does not represent what actually takes place during the communication process. While
the encoding of thoughts is a part of communication, what actually happens is much
deeper.

3.3 Weaknesses of Code Model, Strengths of Relevance Theory
What are the weaknesses of the classical model? First of all, when people
communicate with each other, they typically do not express any thought that comes to
mind, nor do they convey random information to each other. You do not say to a
random person on the street, ‘The Queen of England was born in 1926.’ There must be
specific reasons for you to communicate with others. We as humans are created to
communicate in a meaningful way: to express thoughts and ideas which matter in a
given context or situation. In a word, we want to be, and need to be, relevant.
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3.3.1 Drawing Inferences
A speaker’s goal is not simply to convey information, but to bring about change: a
reaction from the speaker, a response, or more generally, a change in the hearer’s
thoughts about the world (often called the hearer’s “mental representation”). These
communicative motivations may be borne out of any degree of altruism, selfishness,
humility or pride, but in all cases, the speaker communicates to the hearer in order to
change her mental representation, and perhaps to subsequently affect her actions or
beliefs.
Take Blass’ (1990:46) example of turning on the television and hearing three
different statements as you flip through the channels:
(11)

1. Mary’s lover died in a Scottish castle.
2. J.R., I’ve learned all your dirty tricks.
3. The temperature in London is 35 degrees Celsius.

The first utterance will probably have no effect on you, as it will normally be
completely irrelevant, devoid of any context. The second may have some relevance to
you, if you are familiar with the TV show from which it comes. The third statement,
about the temperature in London, may prove to be the most relevant to you, if you
happen to be traveling to London. So the principle of relevance requires that
communication fit with the current mental representation of a hearer, or else there will
be no effect or subsequent change. In the case of watching television, much of what is
heard is irrelevant, because it does not involve intentional communication between at
least two parties who share a mental representation. Sperber and Wilson (1995:156)
identify this phenomenon as the “principle of relevance”:
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“Every act of ostensive [that is, intentional] communication communicates a
presumption of its own optimal relevance.”

So then, intentional human communication requires that a speaker says things
which are relevant to others in order to bring about a change in his interlocutors’
thoughts, ideas and actions; and a hearer, too, will assume that what a speaker says to
her is relevant. This is what Sperber and Wilson (1995:156) define as the “presumption
of relevance”:
“…to the best of the communicator’s knowledge, the ostensive stimulus is relevant
enough to be worth the audience’s attention.”

It is this presumption of relevance which leads a hearer to make the necessary effort to
process an utterance, and thus allow for actual communication.
When communication does occur, it brings about, as I have said, a change of some
sort. Relevance theory identifies three specific types of such change: contextual
implications, contextual strengthening, and contextual weakening (Sperber and Wilson
1986:108-117). These changes are inferences which a hearer makes based on a
speaker’s utterance. She assumes that what the speaker says to her is optimally
relevant, and interprets what he says by making inferences which result in either an
implication, strengthening, or weakening of her mental representation. I will look at
these in order.
First of all, a speaker may want his hearer(s) to make contextual implications, that
is, to draw conclusions about the world. He may provide her with new information,
based on her already existing knowledge of the world (mental representation), or may
attempt to lead her to a conclusion based on her current mental representation. For
instance, if John says to Mary,
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(12) I hear there’s going to be a fire drill today.

Mary, who has not yet heard anything about a fire drill, will (assuming she trusts
John) draw the implication that she should be prepared for the fire drill, perhaps by
studying in the library instead of in her room. This new piece of information has
caused her to draw inferences and change her plans accordingly.
The second type of change in mental representation which a speaker attempts to
effect in his hearer is called contextual strengthening. In this case, part of a hearer’s
mental representation—her beliefs about the world—are confirmed. The message
conveyed may be new to the hearer, but its effect is not to bring about a new contextual
implication, or conclusion, about reality, but rather to confirm the hearer’s present
perception of reality. So if Mary on the same day sees a sign posted, saying:
(13) NOTICE: There will be a fire drill this afternoon at 5:00 PM.

then the initial contextual implications which she drew based on John’s statement will
be strengthened. Her belief that there will be a fire drill, and that she should adjust her
plans accordingly, is made stronger when she receives the same information from a
different, more official, source.
Finally, in addition to contextual implications and contextual strengthening,
communication may also cause a hearer to re-define part of her mental representation.
Relevance theory gives this phenomenon the term “contextual weakening”. This does
not mean that a speaker necessarily presents information which is the opposite of his
hearer’s assumptions; instead, the utterance may weaken or eliminate assumptions.
That is, the speaker provides information which challenges in some way a hearer’s
current mental representation. So then, part of a hearer’s mental representation is
adjusted in some way, as old assumptions are thrown out or modified, and typically,
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new assumptions take their place. If Mary, at 4:00, speaks with her residence director,
who tells her,
(14) They’ve cancelled the fire drill and rescheduled it for next week.

she will now alter her mental representation of the fire drill and her afternoon plans,
because she has heard from a trustworthy source information which contrasts what she
had originally heard. And so, the utterance has caused a contextual weakening.

3.3.2 The Relevance Theoretic Comprehension Procedure
I have argued, then, that relevance theory more accurately explains the motivations
of communication: we communicate in order to bring about changes in people’s mental
representations and in our world. But relevance theory is also more accurate than the
classical communication model with regard to the means of communication. A classical
model identifies the encoding of a thought in language and its subsequent decoding as
the vehicle for successful communication. How does relevance theory explain how we
communicate? That is, how is it that a speaker takes a relevant piece of
communication and conveys it in such a way that the hearer’s mental representation is
altered?
Not only does a speaker want to communicate something relevant, which will affect
the hearer’s mental representation, but he also communicates that relevant information
in a relevant manner. In other words, he draws from his mental representation and his
assumptions about the mental representation of his hearer, and forms an utterance
which he believes will be optimally relevant. In the case of successful communication,
he says no more than he needs to, and no less, and forms his utterance in such a way
that his hearer accesses the right context, or inferences, from his utterance. She will
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process what he says based on her assumptions about their shared mental
representations— including the physical context, their knowledge of each other and of
the world, among other things—and choose the first relevant interpretation she comes
across. This shared mental representation could be pictured as a Venn diagram: each
person’s mental representation is largely unshared with the other, but there is overlap.
It is that place of overlap from which a hearer draws assumptions about what a speaker
is saying.
This process, in which a hearer presumes a speaker’s utterance conforms to the
principle of optimal relevance, and therefore takes his explicit utterance and looks for
contextual implications based on it, is known as the “relevance theoretic comprehension
procedure.” (see Sperber and Wilson 1995:163-171) It is, in other words, a complete
model of communication which paints a very different picture from that of the code
model, looking to relevance and contextual implications as the means of successful
communication.
Take, for example, the following exchange:
(15) A: Why do you want to go out for dinner tonight?
B: Your brother’s coming.

B’s response could be interpreted in at least two different ways: either B wants to go out
for dinner to celebrate A’s brother’s coming, or B is simply informing A that his brother
is coming that way at the moment of conversation. The interpretation chosen by the
hearer will depend on the context of the conversation: whichever interpretation most
easily fulfills the hearer’s demand for relevance, or, as Sperber and Wilson (1995:265)
say, promises “cognitive effects.” So it is clear that interpreting the relevance of an
utterance involves more than just decoding the words that are spoken; the surrounding
context, among other things, is also an important factor.
16

How does a hearer come to the conclusion to which a speaker wants to lead her?
He may do his best to make his utterance relevant, and lead his hearer to an
interpretation in keeping with their shared mental representations, but there is no
guarantee that the hearer will make that same interpretation. Yet we know that most
communication takes place successfully, so there must be a way for the hearer to
effectively interpret a message. I have hinted at this mechanism above, when I
mentioned “explicit utterances”. A hearer understands the explicit content of a
speaker’s utterance, but recognizes that he means more than the sum of the semantic
content of his utterance. That is, she is aware of what Sperber and Wilson (1995:182)
call an “explicature”—explicitly communicated information—and its “implicature”, or
the implicit message to which the explicature points. When a hearer listens to an
utterance, she runs through a series of possible interpretations, looking for possible
inferences—the implicature of the utterance— and when she finds one that is relevant
to the shared mental representation of her and the speaker, she stops. It is that first,
most relevant, most easily accessible, interpretation which is chosen by the hearer. She
opts for the minimal amount of processing required. This then is the relevance
theoretic comprehension procedure (Wilson and Sperber 2012:7):
1. Follow the path of least effort in constructing an interpretation of the utterance (in
particular in explicating implicatures).
2. Stop when your expectations of relevance are satisfied

This is clear from experience. When a mother says to her child after he has
misbehaved, “How old are you?” she is not asking him to tell her his age. Instead, she
wants him to think about the appropriate way for a child of his age to act. Perhaps he
has been irresponsible or has been in trouble at school; he will subsequently assume
that his mother’s explicit statement has to do with that situation, and will look for the
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first relevant interpretation of her utterance. He would, then, in successful
communication, understand the statement as a reprimand rather than a request to find
out his age.
Or, if Mike and Kim are taking a course together, and Mike says to Kim,
(16) Are you ready for the test?

Kim will assume that Mike is speaking about the upcoming test in their shared class,
rather than a test she may have in another class, or the blood test she is having next
week. She assumes that Mike’s explicature is optimally relevant to their shared mental
representation, and so will infer the first possible interpretation, using the least
processing effort possible.

3.3.3 Epistemic Vigilance
While a hearer processes an utterance based on the principle of relevance in order to
understand it, she also processes utterances regarding their truth value. If something
about an utterance, whether its source or its message, triggers doubt in a hearer’s mind,
she will evaluate the truthfulness of that utterance through a process called epistemic
vigilance. (Sperber et al 2010) Epistemic vigilance involves the watchfulness of a hearer
to determine whether inferences to which a speaker is leading her are valid or not. If
the inference is a contextual weakening, she will test its validity based on her current
mental representation and her knowledge of the speaker’s competence and benevolence.
She will also do so when the inference is a contextual strengthening or implication;
however, activation of the epistemic vigilance mechanism may not be triggered in these
cases if nothing she infers raises doubts in her mind. The concept of epistemic vigilance
plays an important role in the argumentation process, guiding how a speaker forms his
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utterances in an attempt to overcome any predicted epistemic vigilance on the part of
his hearer. This will be evident in the case of different discourse markers in Tunisian
Arabic, whose functions are in part to overcome a hearer’s epistemic vigilance.
So we have seen, then, that the classical code model of communication falls short of
effectively representing what takes place in the communication process. Relevance
theory, on the other hand, is a more powerful model for describing and analyzing
human communication, as it identifies the principle of relevance as essential to both the
motivation and the means of communicating.

3.4 Discourse and Relevance
3.4.1 Models of Global Coherence
As I will be analyzing a number of discourse markers used in Tunisian Arabic, I
must first discuss some of the theoretical positions regarding discourse analysis and
what makes a text coherent or comprehensible. First of all, a strictly grammaticallyoriented discourse model sees a text as being coherent based on the principle of local
cohesion: that is, a text is understandable because the elements in the text relate to each
other syntactically.
A typical example of this view of discourse relations would be Longacre (1983), who
attempts to analyze texts as if they were sentences. He looks at the “role relations” of
words: relations such as Experiencer, Patient, and Agent. Longacre identifies these role
relations as being syntactic in nature, rather than semantic or pragmatic, although he
recognizes that they are part of “the deep or semantic side of grammar.” (1983:xvi)
While he admits that pragmatics plays an important role in discourse analysis, he
focuses almost exclusively on syntax, analyzing full texts just as a syntactician would
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study a sentence. In other words, Longacre’s model of discourse analysis takes a largely
syntactic approach to understanding a text, looking at the cohesion of a discourse (for
example, the shifting of nuclear2 clausal constituents) in order to better understand its
content.
Such a model provides valuable insights, but it perhaps does not go far enough in
analyzing the root of what holds together and shapes a discourse, and subsequently,
why different constituents are in the order they are, and why certain phenomena
(verbal aspect, discourse markers, anaphoric reference, etc.) occur in the way they do.
The root of a discourse, instead, is relevance. It is not the cohesion of a discourse, nor
even, as I will show below, the topic of a discourse, which makes it understandable, but
rather the relevance of the discourse to the interlocutors’ shared mental representation:
how the text interacts with the context. This is the foundation for effective
understanding and analysis of a text.
Take this utterance, for example:
(17) My brother is studying engineering. One day, he went to the store. There are
number of stores in town. A few of them are made of bricks. Speaking of bricks, I
knew a man who worked as a mason.

While each sentence is linked together, fulfilling the requirements of local cohesion, the
overall discourse is completely incomprehensible and incoherent. Why? It is
meaningless because there is no over-arching relevance to the utterance. No one would
have any reason to make a statement like it, as it as a whole could hardly be relevant to
a hearer in any situation (expect as an example in a paper on discourse, that is). And so

2

The term “clause nucleus” is not used in generative grammar; I use it to mean any verb or argument

within a clause, similar to the way Levinsohn and Dooley (2000) define “clause nucleus.”
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it is very difficult to imagine a setting in which a speaker would want to communicate
such random information to a hearer. While the example is cohesive on a local scale—
each clause relates to the next syntactically and semantically—it still lacks coherence.
Local cohesion, then, is not enough to identify what it is that holds a text together
and makes it coherent. Other models of coherence exist; Unger (2006:46-47) notes that
there are several competing claims as to what constitutes such “global coherence”. For
instance, he cites Giora (1985 710-1), who claims that it is “discourse topic relevance,”
or the theme of a text, which holds a discourse together and keeps it “well-formed” (or
on topic). She calls this the Relevance Requirement:
Every proposition in a coherent text can be interpreted as being about a certain
discourse topic.

Another theory mentioned by Unger is groundedness: a text is held together not by local
coherence of linguistic constituents, but by how it “foregrounds” or “backgrounds”
certain elements in a discourse in order to linguistically mark the main events or ideas
and hence keep the text understandable.
Both of these options, according to Unger, are not without value, yet they do not go
deep enough, because much of what makes a text understandable has to do with
assumptions about a hearer’s mental representation and her responsibilities in
understanding a text. For instance, if I as a modern Westerner read a biography, I
expect it to follow a largely chronological order. If it does not, I expect the author to
clearly indicate to me that she is making a jump in time. Otherwise, I will have
difficulty following the text: it will not be coherent for me. Yet biographies of the
ancient Greek world, for example, were under no cultural obligation to follow
chronological order—authors did not expect readers to assume a strictly sequential time
sequence—and hence, if I read an ancient biography such as one of the Gospels, I may
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have a difficult time understanding it, because the author’s assumptions about his work
and my assumptions about it do not fully match up. Therefore, it is a shared mental
representation, or as Unger (2006:133) says, “a full integration of the utterance into
world knowledge” which makes a text understandable. He sees expectations of
relevance as the element which make a discourse coherent. As Blass (1986) says, it is
assumptions about what is relevant to the context, not linguistic units, which hold a text
together.
While this is the case, I want to note that I will still use the concepts of grounding
and other discourse features extensively in my analysis of discourse markers (see 3.4.3
below). Grounding is a clear linguistic reality, and as such, is a helpful tool in
diagnosing the movement and argument structure of a text. Because discourse analysis
deals with linguistic, observable phenomena, it is essential to the understanding of texts
and the discourse features of a given language. Yet local cohesion is not, on its own,
the essential building block of discourse coherence.
I will, then, follow a methodology similar to that of Levinsohn (Dooley and
Levinsohn 2000), in which he studies both the sentence-level syntactic roles or
functions of certain discourse phenomena, and also the pragmatic roles of those
phenomena. His approach takes advantage of numerous syntactic (including Longacre’s
role relations) and pragmatic (including relevance theory) approaches and combines
them into one practical way to analyze the discourse of a language. In my analysis, I
too will look at both the sentence-level syntactic roles of each discourse marker and the
pragmatic roles (especially in terms of relevance theory) which they play.
These two different approaches—syntactic and pragmatic—are assisted by two
different types of charting. Charting according to local cohesion is based on the
syntactic structure of individual sentences and shows how different clausal constituents
are moved. This type of chart brings out foregrounding and backgrounding, points of
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departure and the syntactic roles of discourse markers, among other things. A relevance
theory chart, however, looks at each sentence as a unit (or utterance) and brings out the
explicature behind each utterance and the assumptions and cognitive effects that a
hearer draws as a result of each utterance. It helps the researcher see the argument
structure of a text and the overall coherence of the discourse. Both these methods of
charting are quite useful, especially when looking at the roles of discourse markers in
both syntactic function and procedural content. For examples of each chart, see the
appendix. Chart (3) is an example of a relevance theory chart, and charts (1) and (2)
are examples of syntactic charts.
So I have made the claim that relevance theory provides a better way to analyze the
essential pragmatic and argumentative function of elements in a discourse because it
more faithfully represents the glue of a discourse, namely, relevance within a shared
context.

3.4.2 Analyzing Discourse Markers
Because I will be analyzing discourse markers in Tunisian Arabic, I must first define
what I mean by a discourse marker. I will use the term “discourse marker” to mean “a
pragmatic indicator with procedural instructions which operate above the clausal level.”
This definition includes connectives (two of the six markers I will describe, yekhi and
mela, are connectives) but excludes anaphoric referents such as pronouns.
The analysis of discourse markers under a relevance theory framework has been
pioneered by Diane Blakemore, (1987, 2002) who has analyzed the pragmatic functions
of discourse connectives. She has proposed that discourse markers be seen as words
whose primary function is to give procedural instructions to a hearer as she
comprehends a discourse and draws appropriate inferences. These markers guide her
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along the way as traffic signs, helping her to make the correct inferences by either
confirming, redirecting, or eliminating her assumptions of relevance.
For example, someone may hear the following phrase:
(18) So you’re coming, right?

and recognize through the word “so” that the speaker would like her to draw a
conclusion. The speaker implicates to the hearer that the context of the utterance
should lead her to the conclusion that she is going somewhere with the speaker. The
word “so” does not indicate to her any conceptual content, but instead gives her
procedural instructions regarding how she should understand the flow of the discourse.
A word with conceptual content, on the other hand, would not direct the
comprehension process of the hearer, but would bring up an idea or image or concept
to her mental representation. A noun such as “dog” would conjure a clear mental image
or concept, while verbs like “run” or “eat” would do the same. Even less concrete
words, such as “grand,” “yearn,” and “specialization” bring an idea to a hearer’s mind,
in contrast to procedural words, which only instruct.
This clean break between conceptual and procedural words, however, is not an
accurate picture, as Wilson (2011:17) points out. All words, in fact, contain some
procedural functions, and even many discourse markers have conceptual content as
well. This is an important point to keep in mind, as later I will discuss two different
discourse markers (‘ad and ti) and perhaps two others (raho and mau) in Tunisian
Arabic which seem to contain both conceptual and procedural content. Note that even
though some of these markers will have conceptual content, they will still be non-truthconditional, as the content expressed is an emotion, whose truth cannot be challenged
from a logical perspective.
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What is the benefit, then, of analyzing discourse markers from the perspective of
relevance theory? One important result is that markers can often be narrowed down to
one pragmatic function, rather than a many-sense (polysemic) definition, which may be
the result of discourse analyses which focus strictly on local cohesion. When a
researcher is able to understand the basic, pragmatic function of a word, he can more
readily analyze it and understand how it should be translated. Certainly the semantic
senses of the word can and should be described, but only when the main pragmatic
function of the marker has also been identified.
In addition, looking at markers from a relevance theory perspective gives a picture
of how the markers operate in terms of their cognitive function. More is understood
regarding how each marker leads a hearer to interpret utterances and draw inferences,
whether in a setting of argumentation or not. Relevance theory explains more fully
how discourse markers function by bringing out their conceptual content and
procedural instructions; a pragmatic analysis brings out the argumentative function of a
discourse marker, while a syntactic analysis based on local cohesion alone does not.

3.4.3 Process of Analysis of Six Discourse markers in Tunisian Arabic
I first attempted to analyze each of the six discourse markers in Tunisian Arabic
which I had chosen (see 2.5) by identifying their syntactic roles in sentences; that is, I
analyzed their effect on the local cohesion of a text. I identified where each marker
typically occurs within the clause and (in some cases) the sentence articulations in
which it is naturally found. Once I had done this, I then analyzed the marker from a
pragmatic perspective, identifying whether it tends to co-occur with breaks in the
discourse, whether it has any bearing on participant reference, its function in terms of
discourse cohesion (cause and effect, explanations, etc.), and so on. Finally, I
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summarized the procedural or argumentative function of the marker using a relevance
theory model, looking at its pragmatic functions in Tunisian Arabic discourse.
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CHAPTER 4

4.1 The Discourse Marker Raho
I will begin by analyzing the discourse marker raho from a syntactic perspective,
looking at how it functions in terms of local cohesion at the sentence level. I will then
attempt to describe its pragmatic function from the perspective of relevance theory.

4.1.1 Syntactic Role of Raho
The word raho is rather ambiguous syntactically. Sometimes it seems to occur in
place of a noun phrase (NP). In example (19, rani (the first person singular form of the
marker) appears to take the place of the pronoun:
(19) Qaluli
say.3PL.PST_to_1SG
ɪlwʊquf
DET_parking
qɔltl ̩hom
say.1SG.PST_to_3PL

bɛʃ
FUT

tɛdfaʕ

χtiə ʕalɛ χatəɾ mɛkʃ

dɛfaʕ

pay.2SG

fine because

pay.PROG price of

2SG_NEG

ħaq

ɾani
χɜlɜst
rani(1SG) pay.1SG.PST

‘They said to me, “You’re going to pay a fine, because you haven’t paid the
parking fee.” I said to them “Rani3 I paid.”

3

Raho, as I will explain below, often inflects according to the subject NP of the clause it occurs in.

Possible forms include rani (1SG), rak (2SG), raho (3SGM), rahi (3SGF), rana (1PL), rakom (2PL), and
rahom (3PL).
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Yet most of the time, raho operates outside the clause nucleus, or at least in an
ambiguous position. Note in example (20 how rahi seems to repeat the subject NP,
while in example (21, raho appears at the beginning of the clause:
(20) U

kɛn

tɪtðɜkəɾuʃ

ɛnu

And if
remember.2PL.POSSIB that.3SG
ɾahi
mɛfihɛʃ
ħasəɾ
rahi (3SGF) in_3SGF_NEG limit

ɪsmɛ

ɜlɜh ɪlħosnɛ

names of

God DET_wonderful

‘And if you happen to remember that the wonderful names of God, rahi there’s no
limit to them.’
(21) fɛʃ

tɪstɛnɜ

qaʕdɜ

tħɛb

tɔðfəɾ

ɪʃib

for_what
wait.2SG sit.PROG_FEM want.2SG braid.2SG DET_gray.hair
ɾaho
ɪɾaʒəl
ətsɛlslu
bɪlʔaulɛd
raho (3SG) DET_man
tie.down.2SG_3SG.OBJ with_DET_children

‘What are you waiting for sitting around? Do you want to grow old? Raho the
man you tie him down with children.’
In fact, raho sometimes co-occurs with a subject pronoun, as in example (22:4
(22) ɛsmaʕ
listen.IMP

slimɛn ɛnɜ ɾani

mæʕatʃ

Slimen 1SG rani (1SG) no.longer

n̩nɛʒəm
can.1SG

‘Listen Slimen, I rani can’t stand it any longer.’
Raho, then, plays an ambiguous role in the syntax of Tunisian Arabic. It does not
function like a pronoun (so it could not be considered an emphatic pronoun, for
example), and seems to occur outside the clause nucleus. Because of this, and for
pragmatic reasons which I will explain below, I will assume it is best analyzed as a

4

Raho in its inflected forms functions essentially like a pronoun in Algerian Arabic. Perhaps the

grammaticalization of the word went a step further, or took a different turn, in its development in Algerian
spoken Arabic. In any case, its use in Tunisian Arabic seems to be that of a procedural marker.
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discourse marker. I will not call raho a “connective” because, as I will show below, it
seems to function within the clause rather than as a connector between clauses.
As is clear from the above examples, raho inflects for person, number and gender:
(23) ħmɛti

tuskun

mother.in.law_1SG.POSS live.3SGF
ʕamlɜ
fijə
do.PROG.FEM
in_1SG

mʕanɜ

fɪdaɾ…

with_1PL

in_DET_house… rahi (3SGF)

ɾahi

‘My mother-in-law lives with us at home… rahi she is making me crazy.’
(24) ti

fiq

ʕalɛ

ɾoħɛk

ja ɾaʒəl ɾak

n̩haɾ

ti
be.aware.IMP about self_2SG.POSS oh man RAK (2SG) day
wɛnti
kɛɾɪk
fɪdaɾ
and_2SG
nest.PROG in_DET_house

kɛməl
full

‘Realize what you’re doing, man. Rak all day and you’re nesting at home.’
Note how in example (23, raho becomes rahi (3SGF), because it inflects according to the
subject ‘mother-in-law’, while in example 24, rak (2SG) is used, because the subject of
the clause is the second person singular pronoun ‘enti.’
The fact that this marker is inflected indicates that it at times somehow associates
with the noun phrase, and may guide the hearer to a certain way of processing the
information in that phrase. I should note also that raho, when it is attached to a NP,
seems to be always associated with the subject of the clause. Note that in example (25,
raho inflects according to the subject of the clause (ɾoħi ‘my spirit’), while example (26
is ungrammatical, as rak inflects according to the object of the clause (second person
singular pronoun).
(25) ɛsmaʕ

slimɛn ɛnɜ ɾahi

ɾoħi

listen.IMP Slimen 1SG rahi (3SGF)

talʕat

spirit_1SG.POSS go.up.3SGF.PST

‘Listen Slimen, I rahi my spirit is rising up.’
(26) *** ʕatitɪk

ɾak

ɪlkʊɾɜ

give.1SG.PST_2SG.OBJ rak (2SG) DET_ball

‘I gave you rak the ball.’
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Yet as I mentioned above, raho often has no association with the subject NP; in these
cases, it appears to carry effects throughout the entire clause. When this occurs, raho
naturally appears in its unmarked form “raho” (third person masculine singular), as in
example (27:
(27) ɛmɜ hɛðɛkɜ ħadiθ

ɪtɪsʕa u tɪsaʕin

ɪsm

ɪli

but DEM conversation of DET_ninety.nine
name which
əðkɜɾhom
sidi ɪnɜbi…
ɾaho
muʃ maʕnɛhɜ
mention.3SG.PST_3PL.OBJ
sir DET_.prophet… raho (3SG) not meaning_3SGF.POSS
ɾɜbi ʕandu tɪsʕa u tɪsaʕin bɜɾk
God to_3SG ninety.nine
only

‘But that issue of the ninety-nine names which sir the Prophet mentioned… Raho
it doesn’t mean that God only has 99.’

4.1.2 The Pragmatic Role of Raho
So far I have introduced the discourse marker raho, identifying its syntactic nature
and function: a marker which may be fully inflected and carries strong affinities with
the noun phrase, but which can also function pragmatically in the scope of an entire
clause. I will now cover the pragmatic functions of raho from a discourse perspective,
before moving on to an analysis of its essential sense based on a relevance theory
framework.
Raho seems to contain no lexical content; it is purely a procedural marker. It does
not bring about in the mind of a hearer any conceptual content, but instead guides her
in the interpretation process. While the word’s roots are from the word ra, ‘to see’, it
appears that raho as a discourse marker has been fully lexicalized and no longer
conveys to the hearer the explicit semantic content of ’to see.’ (‘Ra’ alone cannot be
used in the same way as raho, indicating that the marker has been lexicalized.) Yet
because raho often inflects according to the subject NP of the clause, it does in fact take
procedural content from another constituent and so is influenced by its linguistic
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context. The primary function of raho, however, has to do with other procedural
content, so I must move on to this.
Raho seems to mark off important information: it foregrounds the clause to which it
is attached. When raho occurs in a clause, it indicates to the hearer that the
information contained in that clause is salient to the discourse, or is an important point
which the speaker does not want the hearer to miss. The following example, taken from
the climax of a story, amounts to the moral the speaker wants to leave with his hearers:
(28) rod bɛlɪk yaɾʒʕulɪk

ʕad ɾaho

ɪli

mɪstɛnɪs yɛkəl

be.careful return.3PL_to_2SG ‘ad raho (3SG) the.one.who used.to
mɪnIk
kif
iɾak
iʒuʕ
from_2SG when see.3SG_2SG.OBJ
grow.hungry.3SG

eat.3SG

‘Be careful they don’t come back to you ‘ad. Raho (‘behold’) the one who is used
to eating from you, if he sees you, he’ll get hungry.’
As the moral of the story, this information is highly important to the discourse, and so
the speaker marks it off with raho.
Why is raho sometimes associated closely with the subject NP and other times not?
I propose that whether or not raho is inflected according to the subject NP depends on
the sentence articulation of the clause in question. If the clause has a topic-comment
articulation, raho will be used in its bare form; however, if it occurs in a sentence with a
focus-presupposition articulation, it will associate itself with the subject NP (the focus
of the clause) and inflect accordingly. That is, conceptual elements from the NP are
taken on by the marker. The sentence in example (29 has a focus-presupposition
articulation, and so raho inflects according to the subject NP, while in example 30, raho
does not inflect because it occurs in a sentence with a topic-comment articulation.
(29)

[Focus]

Presupposition

[ɛnɜ ɾani]

mʕatʃ

n̩nɛʒəm

[1SG rani (1SG)]

no.longer

can.1SG

‘I rani (‘behold’) can’t stand it any longer.’
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(30)

[Topic]
[ɪlħækɛjə

Comment
mɛhiɛʃ ]

saɾɜ

fi tunɪs ɾaho

[DET_story 3SGF_NEG] happen.PROG_FEM in Tunis raho (3SG)

‘This issue isn’t happening in Tunis raho (‘behold’).’
Thus, raho may or not be associated closely with the subject NP5 of a clause depending
on whether or not it is the topic of the sentence; yet in either case, its pragmatic
functions remain the same.
From the perspective of Information Structure, these different sentence articulations
are the “formal expression of the pragmatic structuring of a proposition in a discourse.”
(Lambrecht 1994:5) That is, there are pragmatic reasons for using different sentences
with the same semantic content but different articulations. Here, in the case of raho,
pragmatic considerations in the discourse affect which sentence articulation is used, and
hence determine whether raho is inflected or not.
Because it is closely associated with the clause to which it is attached and
foregrounds it, raho functions on the level of local coherence. The information which it
highlights as relevant is not typically the main point of the discourse, but that
information will typically support or strengthen the main point, or at least serve to
move the discourse along.
Raho foregrounds information whether it occurs in its unmarked form or in its
inflected forms when attached to a noun phase. For instance, in the following example,
an employee was mistakenly identified as his boss. The employee corrects the mistaken
person, saying:

5

Note that, as I mentioned in section 2.3, the topic of a sentence in Tunisian Arabic is always the

subject. Therefore, since raho inflects according to the sentence topic, it inflects according to the subject.
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(31) ɛnə mɛniʃ

ɪlpɛi dɛi ʒɛi

1SG 1SG_NEG DET_CEO

ɛnə χdimu

hɛðə ɾaho

sidi

1SG servant_3SG.POSS DEM raho (3SG)

boss_1SG.POSS

‘I’m not the CEO, I work for him; this raho (‘behold’) is my boss.’
Here the speaker brings out the fact that the man in question is the boss rather than the
employee by using raho, presumably in its inflected form for the third person masculine
singular.
Often the information associated with raho is non-intuitive, or perhaps unexpected
in some way. Not only is the message contained in the clause important information,
but it is also new, either because it is unknown or unexpected. This is probably due to
the fact that raho introduces highly salient information to the discourse—foregrounded
information--- which is typically unknown to a hearer beforehand. I will say more
about the pragmatic implications of this below.
Yet I must note that this is not always the case. Sometimes raho indicates intuitive
or unsurprising information. In the following example, the speaker is describing a very
harsh person and says,
(32) ɛʃkun iqablu

ɛʃkun

who meet.3SG_3SG.OBJ who

kɛðɛ

u

etc

and raho (3SG) in_3SG_NEG

ɾaho

mɛfihoʃ

ɾaħmɜ
mercy

‘Who can meet him, who can etc.? and raho (‘behold’) he is merciless.’
The fact that he is merciless is already clear from what the speaker has said before. So
the information attached to raho, in this case, is intuitive, unlike most uses of the
marker.
Yet raho also plays another important pragmatic role in TA discourse. In addition to
foregrounding information which is generally non-intuitive, it also carries a connotation
of confirmation. That is, raho serves to assure the hearer that the information to which
it is attached is correct. Example 19 (repeated from above) indicates this:
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(33) Qaluli
say.3PL.PST_to_1SG
ɪlwʊquf
DET_parking
qɔltl ̩hom
say.1SG.PST_to_3PL

bɛʃ
FUT

tɛdfaʕ

χtiə ʕalɛ χatəɾ mɛkʃ

dɛfaʕ

pay.2SG

fine because

pay.PROG price of

2SG_NEG

ħaq

ɾani
χɜlɜst
rani(1SG) pay.1SG.PST

‘They said to me, “You’re going to pay a fine, because you haven’t paid the
parking fee.” I said to them “Rani I paid.”
Note the fact that the speaker uses a form of raho to confirm strongly the fact that he
did, indeed, pay the parking fee. Example 27 (repeated from above) also shows raho
being used to confirm the truth of a statement:
(34) ɛmɜ hɛðɛkɜ ħadiθ

ɪtɪsʕa u tɪsaʕin

ɪsm

ɪli

but DEM conversation of DET_ninety.nine
name which
əðkɜɾhom
sidi ɪnɜbi…
ɾaho
muʃ maʕnɛhɜ
mention.3SG.PST_3PL.OBJ
sir DET_.prophet… raho (3SG) not meaning_3SGF.POSS
ɾɜbi ʕandu tɪsʕa u tɪsaʕin bɜɾk
God to_3SG ninety.nine
only

‘But that issue of the ninety-nine names which sir the Prophet mentioned… Raho
it doesn’t mean that God only has 99.’
So then, a speaker uses raho to speak with a considerable degree of certainty, affirming
the trustworthiness of what he is saying. Thus, I believe it is justified to identify raho as
an evidential marker. By confirming the trustworthiness and full veracity of the
information to which it is attached, raho speaks to the truth value of such information,
thus functioning as an evidential marker.
I have made the claim then, that raho foregrounds the information contained in the
clause to which it is attached, information which is highly relevant to the discourse and
often non-intuitive. Thus, in a sense it slows down a discourse, indicating to the hearer,
“Listen up! This is important information.” Raho catches a hearer’s attention, giving
her a chance to listen well and process the following information as highly relevant to
her. In addition, raho functions often as an evidential marker, affirming that the
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information with which it is associated is completely true and does not need to be
doubted.

4.1.3 Analysis of Raho Based on Relevance Theory
How could one interpret this marker from a relevance theory framework? It appears
that raho marks highly relevant information. That is, it leads the hearer to draw an
important inference based on what the speaker has been saying. Because of the
important nature of this information, and because it is typically non-intuitive, it is often
necessary for the speaker to indicate it clearly with a discourse marker. Raho serves to
grab the hearer’s attention and point her to an inference highly salient to the discourse.
For example, in example (31, the speaker wants his hearer to draw the inference that he
is not the CEO, but that someone else is, and that he should address the actual CEO
rather than him. He uses raho to mark the importance of what he is communicating
and confirm strongly to his hearer that it is true. Raho gives the hearer instructions to
eliminate his previous assumptions and to find relevance in the information attached to
the marker. While the basic function of raho is not to eliminate previous assumptions,
it does guide the hearer as to where to gain cognitive effects, and so sometimes also
eliminates assumptions which clash with the intended cognitive effects.
In section 4.1.2 above, I argued that whether or not raho occurs in its inflected
forms is determined by the articulation of the sentence in which it occurs. However,
this is not entirely correct according to a relevance theory perspective. In relevance
theory terms, a sentence articulation is a propositional form (Sperber and Wilson 1995:
183-193), and the form used in any given sentence is determined by a pragmatic choice:
which form will yield cognitive effects for the hearer with the least processing effort?
This issue, of course, is related to the activation of discourse participants and the
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general assumptions of a hearer. In any case, these pragmatic considerations of
relevance are what guide the choice of propositional form, and thus in the case of raho,
its use (whether it is inflected or not) is not determined by sentence articulation, but by
something deeper: the core context which the speaker is focusing on. He wants to
create a context for his hearer in order to lead her to a conclusion, and this context may
be just the subject NP of the clause6 or the entire clause; in either case, it is this context
to which raho attaches and thus determines whether or not raho occurs in its inflected
or uninflected forms. It may be appropriate, then, to say that sentence articulation and
the form of raho are both logical developments of pragmatic considerations, rather than
raho’s form being a result of sentence articulation itself.
If I were to explicate the logical inferences involved in example (31 above, it would
look something like this:
1. Premise: If someone is very well dressed, he must be an important person.
2. Given: The man I am speaking to is very well dressed.
3. Assumption: Therefore, the man must be the CEO of his company.
4. Cancelled assumption (due to man’s statement): The man I am speaking to is not the
CEO, but rather an employee.
5. New assumption: The other man is the CEO, and I should not doubt this important
fact, because it was introduced with raho.

So then, raho here is used to replace a cancelled assumption with a new assumption.
Here it is important to note what Unger (2001:133) says about “degrees of
relevance” or “degrees of groundedness” in a text. Elements which a grammatically-

6

Note, however, that the pragmatic effects of raho still carry throughout the entire clause, as

mentioned above.
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based model may call “foregrounded” have relevance over a larger section of a
discourse (perhaps the entire discourse), while “backgrounded” elements carry only
minimal relevance: over only one clause, for example. Thus, the question is not
whether or not an element is relevant, but how widespread the reach of that relevance
is. As Unger (2001:203) says:
“… the most foregrounded utterances are those whose main contribution to
satisfying expectations of relevance is via the cognitive effects they achieve. The most
backgrounded utterances are those whose main contribution to satisfying the (global)
expectation of relevance is to create or fine-tune expectations about the relevance of
later utterances. This places “groundedness” on a fully continuous scale. No utterance is
exclusively foreground or background. It also treats groundedness as something which
is not encoded in language. How grounding effects are achieved, moreover, is
thoroughly context-dependent.”7

In the case of raho, information is “foregrounded” at a more local rather than global
level.
How does raho foreground information differently depending on whether or not it is
attached to the subject NP of a clause? It would seem at first glance that raho functions
differently in each case; however, its procedural message to the hearer is the same no
matter what: the clause as a whole is an important contextual implication. Sometimes
the noun phrase is emphasized more (when raho inflects according to a subject NP), but
the effects of raho still carry over into the entire clause. Thus, the basic pragmatic
function of raho is identical in both cases.
So a speaker uses raho to lead his hearer to a contextual implication, indicating to
her that the information attached to the marker is highly relevant (“foregrounded”) and
encourages her to pay close attention to what is a very salient point in the discourse. In

7

It should be noted, however, that Unger (2001:258) does not see groundedness as what makes a

discourse coherent, but rather assumptions of relevance.
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relevance theory terminology, what takes place is that raho creates a context in which
the information to which it is attached is relevant. For example, the focus of a sentence
defines the scope of the presupposition which follows it, and thus frames how the
presupposition is interpreted. The relevance of that utterance is determined by the
context created for it through the focus. Raho, in the same way, creates the context
through which the utterance associated with it becomes relevant on the local coherence
level. Yet as Blakemore points out (2002:162), identifying that a marker indicates a
contextual implication is not enough to differentiate it from other markers. I must go
further.
Perhaps the answer lies in the fact that, as I indicated in section 4.2, raho functions
as an evidential marker. According to relevance theory, then, raho is used to overcome
hearers’ epistemic vigilance (see 3.3.3) by affirming the certainty of the information to
which it is attached. It speaks to the higher order explicature of the truthfulness of a
statement which may be in question by the hearer. Thus, raho indicates important,
salient information in the discourse, that is, a contextual implication, and as an
evidential marker confirms to the hearer that she does not need to doubt the veracity of
the claim attached to raho. Not only does it strengthen information in order to support
other information in the discourse, but it also strengthens the truth value claims of the
very information to which it is attached, showing that information to be
unquestionable. We can see here the dual function of discourse markers: they both
guide the hearer in the inferential process, and also shape the argument structure of a
discourse, leading to a coherent utterance (Wilson 2011:20).
Now while raho functions in an argumentative fashion as an evidential marker, that
argumentative function also has a strong affective notion to it. That is, raho is used to
strengthen the truth value claims of the utterance to which it is attached, and to
confirm to the hearer the trustworthiness of the speaker. It speaks to the emotions of
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the hearer—whether in a manipulative fashion or not—and tells her to trust the speaker
and not worry about doubting his claims. Thus, raho strengthens truth value claims by
appealing to the hearer’s attitude towards the speaker, encouraging her to put her faith
in what he is saying. This agrees with how relevance theory would define evidential
markers, identifying their function as strengthening the trustworthiness of the speaker.
Raho, then is a unique phenomenon cross-linguistically, as it contains both
procedural content from other constituents and also procedural content which guides a
hearer’s assumptions. Discourse markers do not typically inflect according to other
constituents, and hence raho is an intriguing example of the multiple syntactic and
pragmatic capabilities of discourse markers.

4.2 The Discourse Marker Mau
4.2.1 The Syntactic Role of Mau
I will now discuss another discourse marker which has similar syntactic properties
to raho. Mau, like raho, can “attach” to a noun phrase or to an entire clause. That is, as
in the case of raho, mau can either be more closely identified with the noun phrase and
inflect for person, number and gender, or can take a more generic, bare form and
associate with the clause as a whole. I propose that, as with raho, mau associates with a
subject NP and inflects accordingly when it occurs in a clause with topic-presupposition
articulation. As such, it also, like raho, takes on the conceptual information of the
subject NP when it inflects for it. Note how mau occurs in its inflected form in example
(35 (according to the subject pronoun), while it remains uninflected in example (36:
(35) mɛni ʕarɜft wæħdɜ…
Meni (1SG) get.to.know.1SG.PST one_FEM

‘Meni I got to know a girl…’
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(36) bɪkɾi
early

maho

ɪtoflə

mɛiʃauɾuhɛʃ

maho (3SG)

DET_girl

ask.opinion.3PL_3SGF.OBJ_NEG

In the early days maho8 they didn’t ask the girl’s opinion
Like raho, mau can occasionally take a syntactic position which appears to be the
subject NP, but this would be an inaccurate analysis, as mau often occurs clearly outside
the clause nucleus. In addition, even when mau does occur in what could be a proNP
position, replacing it with a pronoun does not render a very acceptable utterance.
Compare example (35 above with the following:
(37) *** ɛnɜ
1 SG

ʕarɜft

wæħdɜ…

get.to.know.1SG.PST

one_FEM

‘I got to know a girl’
While example (35 is fully grammatical, example (37, in which ‘meni’ is replaced with
the first person singular pronoun ‘ɛnɜ’, is of questionable grammaticality, as subject
pronouns are typically implicit. Mau, then, is not a replacement for a subject pronoun.
Also like raho, mau only appears to associate itself with subject noun phrases, rather
than object noun phrases. Thus, as I argued for raho, mau should be considered to carry
consequences for the entire clause, rather than one NP constituent, even when it inflects
for that constituent. In the following example, mak seems to carry effects over the
entire sentence, not even just one clause:
(38) mɛk

taʕɾəf

madam

mak (2SG) know.2SG ma’am
ɪsinima…
DET_cinema…

tɜwɜ

ɪlmɜsɾɜħ

now

DET_theater in_3SG and on_3SG but

fih

u

ʕalih

ɛmɜ

‘Mak you know ma’am, the theater has its good and bad points, but the cinema…’

8

Mau and maho exist in free variation
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Mak here is semantically associated not only with the fact that the hearer knows
something, but also with what she knows. So mau, then, may cover full sentences. In
any case, it always seems to be associated with an entire clause rather than a single NP.

4.2.2 The Pragmatic Role of Mau
So syntactically, mau functions in a virtually identical fashion to raho. What about
its semantic and pragmatic functions in discourse? Mau is often pragmatically
associated with explanations for information which has already been presented, or with
answers to a question. This information, to which the clause with which mau is
associated points, may be immediately recognizable—in an adjacent clause, for
example—or it may be the main point of the discourse. That is, mau may function on a
local or global coherence level. In the first example, the hearer (B) responds to a
speaker’s (A) expression of incredulity over why the hearer told his fiancée she wasn’t
pretty, while in the second example the speaker explains why she didn’t understand her
interlocutor well:
(39) A:

qɔltl ̩hɜ

ɪlklɛm

hɛðɛjə fi wɪʒhɜ

say.2SG.PST_to_3SGF DET_words DEM

B:

ɛi mau

hɛðɛkɜ ɪli

yes mau (3SG)

DEM

in face_3SGF.POSS

n̩fɜkəɾ

which think.1SG

fih

wɜqthɜ

in_3SG at.the.time

‘A: ”You said those words to her face?”
B: “Yes, mau (‘well’) that’s what I was thinking at the time.”’
(40) sɛmaħni

tʕawʊdli

mɛfhɛmtɪkʃ

m̩ liħ

excuse.IMP_1SG.OBJ repeat.2SG_to_1SG understand.1SG.PST_2SG.OBJ_NEG well
mau
awəl mɜrɜ
n̩ʒi
tawɜ
nɪstɛnɪs
mɪn bʕad
mau (3SG) first time
come.1SG now become.used.to.1SG afterward

‘Sorry, could you repeat that? I didn’t understand you well. Mau (‘well’) it’s the
first time I’ve come. I’ll get used to it later.’
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In addition to providing “back-explanations,” mau seems to somehow lead into new
sections in a discourse. It often indicates a discourse break, and provides an
introduction to a new line of thought. This appears to be the same pragmatic function
which I showed in the previous two examples, with the only difference being that the
reason comes after the result rather than before. For example, the speaker in example
(41 tells his hearer that certain chickens are very fearful, but first gives the explanation
for their fear:
(41) Qali

mau

ɪdʒɛʒ

hɛðə m̩ ɾɜbi fɪlqɜfsat …

ʕad

say.3SG.PST_to_1SG mau (3SG) DET_chicken DEM raised in_DET_cages… ‘ad
ɪdʒɛʒɛt
hɛðumə jɜtlaʕu
χaufin
jɛsəɾ
DET_chickens DEM turn.out.3PL
scared_PL a.lot

‘He told me “Mau (‘well’) that chicken is raised in cages… ‘ad those chickens turn
out to be really scared”’
Here we see that mau leads into a new section of the discourse—the speaker’s
description of the fearfulness of certain chickens—by introducing a reason for the
chickens’ cowardice.
So whether mau indicates a back-explanation or a lead-in, it almost always points to
some kind of reason or purpose. This reason is either known or intuitive information;
that is, the speaker assumes that the hearer may know the information already, or may
be able to deduce the explanation on her own. In the following example the speaker
has been talking about a new societal phenomenon: the sedentary husband who spends
all his time at home in front of the television. He is speaking with a woman whose
husband fits the description, and so overtly recognizes that what he is saying is already
known to her, and recognizes her prior knowledge by introducing the information with
mak (2SG):
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(42) hɛðɛjə

ðahəɾɜ

ʒdidɜ

fɪlmʊʒtɛmɛʕa m̩ tɛʕnɜ isɛmiuhɜ

ɪlʔɪnsɛn

DEM
phenomenon new
in_DET_society of_1PL call.3PL_3SGF.OBJ DET_person
ɪsidantɛɾ…
mɛk
tʕaɾəf
izɛjɪn
ɪdaɾ
DET_sedentary… mak(2SG) know.2SG decorate.3SG DET_house

‘Mak (‘well’) you know ma’am, he decorates the house…’
Thus, information associated with mau is not globally relevant. In other words,
mau minimizes the importance of information. So I will now use this assumption to
analyze a more ambiguous example, in which a counselor is speaking with a patient
about his inability to conceal the truth. After they have discussed the patient’s
difficulty making friends because of his brutal honesty, the counselor explains to his
client why another man has become a father-figure to him:
(43) Mau

tɛlqa …

hɛðɛjə ɾaʒəl

kbiɾ

mau(3SG) find.2SG… DEM man
old
ɛnti jʕawɪðlɪk
buk
2SG replace.3SG_to_2SG father_2SG.POSS

hɛðɛjə u
DEM

fɪsypkõnsiõ

and in_DET_subconscious

m̩ tɛʕk
of_2SG

‘Mau (‘well’) you find… that that man the barber replaces your father…’
The use of mau here is much less clear than in other cases, in which less globally
relevant information is presented. In this case, mau seems to indicate an explanation of
some sort, but it is not clear how important the information is to the general
argumentation structure of the text. But if I apply my analysis above based on clearer
examples, it seems appropriate to assume that mau functions in a similar way here: the
speaker is giving a reason for why his hearer was acting the way he did, but does not
want what he is saying to become the main point of the discourse. He wants to focus
on his client’s primary problem of never concealing what he is thinking, so he indicates
the limited relevance of the clause by introducing it with the marker mau.
So while mau and raho function very similarly from a syntactic point of view, they
seem to be near opposites in terms of semantics and pragmatics. While raho highlights
important information, mau identifies the clause with which it is associated as being
secondary at best. Raho brings up contextual implications, while mau marks off known
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or intuitive information which adds little to the hearer’s mental representation, but
provides a framework for the more relevant information that will come later in the
argumentation process.

4.2.3 Analysis of Mau Based on Relevance Theory
Mau’s function is to guide the hearer to process certain information as supporting
more relevant information in the discourse; that is, it instructs the hearer to assume that
the information to which it is attached strengthens a (often preceding) conclusion. A
hearer may be distracted by hearing information which is already known or at least
intuitive: Why tell me what I already know? Because of this, the speaker directs the
hearer’s processing by telling her that such information is not the most relevant point of
the discourse (“backgrounded” information).
Example (41 indicates how mau guides the hearer to look for more relevant
information. The speaker mentions that the chickens are raised in cages, yet he does
not want the hearer to assume that this is highly relevant information, as it is not. (In
fact, he does not mention the cages again in the discourse.) Therefore, he introduces
the statement about the cages with mau in order to eliminate assumptions of relevance
about the cages and instruct his hearer to look for more salient information, namely,
that the chickens are very cowardly.
Take, for instance, example (42 above. The logical process a hearer goes through
when listening to this utterance is as follows:
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1. Premise: If someone tells me a piece of information, he assumes I don’t already know
it.
2. Given: The speaker is telling me information I already know about how sedentary
people like my husband act.
3. Assumption: He assumes I don’t know this information and that it is a new contextual
implication for me.
4. Cancelled assumption: The speaker introduced the information with mau, indicating
to me that he knows the information is intuitive or already known to me.
5. New assumption: The information the speaker is giving me strengthens the main
point of what he is talking about and is not pointing to a contextual implication which
he expects me to draw.

Mau, then, in this case, serves to set off information as an intuitive contextual
strengthener and to point the hearer to look elsewhere for primary relevance.9
Mau instructs the hearer to look elsewhere for more relevant information; yet this
information is not always self-evident, as it may be the main point of the discourse
rather than a clear linguistic element. In any case, mau is pragmatically associated with
contextual strengthening material in the argumentation process, giving instructions to
the hearer to look for cognitive effects in the information to which mau points, on both
the global and local scale.

4.3 The Discourse Marker Yekhi
In the following discussion I will analyze the word yekhi in much the same way that
I have studied raho and mau, looking at its syntactic role in the sentence, then analyzing

9

Mau may also minimize the affective impact of information to which it is attached, much like the way

that raho uses emotion to strengthen the trustworthiness of the speaker and the veracity of an utterance.
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its pragmatic functions, and finally analyzing yekhi’s function according to relevance
theory. I will finish by briefly comparing yekhi to similar discourse markers in a few
other languages.

4.3.1 The Syntactic Role of Yekhi
The discourse marker yekhi always occurs clause-initially, functioning as a
connective . It appears to somehow connect together thoughts from adjoining clauses.
Notice how in example (44, yekhi occurs between two clauses:
(44) m̩ ʃitlu

tul

u

qɔltlu

ħæqiqtu

fi

wɪʒhu

go.1SG.PST_to_3SG directly and tell.1SG.PST_to_3SG truth_3SG.POSS in face_3SG.POSS
jɛχi
wɪʒhu
ətqlɪb
gəħaɾli
u
yekhi
face_3SG.POSS PASS_turn.3SG.PST stare.down.3SG.PST_to_1SG and
qali
say.3SG.PST_to_1SG

‘I went directly to him and told him the truth about him to his face. Yekhi his
face changed, he stared at me and said…’
Yekhi could, in the right setting, be replaced with another connective, thus
confirming its role as a connective in discourse. As examples (45 and (46 show, ‘ad
may replace yekhi and the utterance remains acceptable:
(45) jɛχi
yekhi

n̩haɾ

ʕajɪtli

ɪlpɛi dɛi ʒɛi

one.day call.3SG.PST_to_1SG

(46) ʕad n̩haɾ

ʕajɪtli

DET_CEO

ɪlpɛi dɛi ʒɛi

‘ad one.day call.3SG.PST_to_1SG DET_CEO

Yekhi/’ad one day the CEO called me in

4.3.2 The Pragmatic Role of Yekhi
What is the function of yekhi, then? It often indicates that what follows is some
kind of conclusion based on what has been said previously. The utterance in example
(47 follows an explanation of how a woman had been poorly treated by a number of
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people, and culminates with her children’s standing up for her. Yekhi is used to
introduce the children’s reaction:
(47) jɛχi aulɛdhɜ

mɛħamluʃ

fihɜ

yekhi children_3SGF.POSS accept.3PL.PST_NEG

in_3SGF

‘Yekhi (‘so’) her children didn’t accept her treatment…’
But yekhi may also occur at the beginning of a discourse. In these cases, it appears that
a conclusion is being assumed, even though the arguments leading up to it may not be
explicit. The utterance in example (48 is spoken after someone walks into a room and
says “Good morning” to another person. The person in the room responds to the new
arrival:
(48) jɛχi
Yekhi

win

kʊnt?

where be.2SG.PST

‘Yekhi (‘so’) where were you?’
Yekhi here is not the conclusion of explicitly spoken assumptions, but rather the
conclusion of assumptions from context: the fact that the hearer had just arrived.
In addition, the use of yekhi often has a clear association with time. Yekhi may mark
an event which occurs after the passing of time or after a number of events mentioned
in the discourse. In example (49, a boy is telling about how he was playing a game in
front of his house, when a man and woman, who are very important to the story, pass
by. In example (50, the speaker was telling how he got to know a girl and liked her,
and then eventually spoke directly to her about marriage.
(49) kʊnt

qaʕəd

fIlʕatbɜ

mtɛʕ

daɾnɜ

nɛlʕab

be.1SG.PST
sit.PROG in_DET_front.step of
house_1PL.POSS play.1SG
mtɛʕ vidio jɛχi
hɛk
ɪlmɾa
u
ɪɾaʒəl
mɪtʕadin
of video yekhi
DEM DET_woman and
DET_man pass.by.PROG_PL

fi ʒu
in game

‘I was sitting on our front door step playing a video game Yekhi (‘so’) that woman
and man were passing by.’
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(50) jɛχi
Yekhi

n̩haɾ

qɔlthɛl ̩hɜ

one.day

say.1SG.PST_3SGF.OBJ_to_3SGF in face_3SGF.POSS

fi wɪʒhɜ

‘Yekhi (‘so’) one day I told it to her face.’
In both cases, there is an ambiguous passage of time in between the events leading up
to yekhi and the event which takes place following the marker. Clearly what is
mentioned after yekhi is what the speaker is building up to.
What, then, is the significance of yekhi in these examples? Other connectives could
take the place of yekhi in examples (49 and (50 above:
(51) ʕad hɛk ɪlmɾa
‘ad

u

DEM DET_woman

ɪɾaʒəl

mɪtʕadin

and DET_man pass.by.PROG_PL

‘‘Ad that woman and man were passing by.’
(52) ʕad n̩haɾ

qɔlthɛl ̩hɜ

fi wɪʒhɜ

‘AD one.day say.1SG.PST_3SGF.OBJ_to_3SGF in face_3SGF.POSS

‘‘Ad one day I told it to her face.’
So it appears that yekhi serves to do more than mark a change in action or scene, or to
serve simply as a pause for the hearer’s sake. Rather, it gives the hearer a conceptual
image or procedural instructions to follow.
Thus far, I have claimed that yekhi appears to have an argumentative focus in which
it identifies a conclusion, but that it may also operate in narratives, introducing events
which occur after a passage of time. How can these differing senses be brought
together? It appears that yekhi points to a conclusion, or more generally, to highly
relevant information which occurs after a series of events or propositions. In the case of
argumentation, yekhi appears after a set of reasons and indicates the conclusion, while
in narrative, yekhi points to the final, important event to which a series of events build
up. In both cases, yekhi marks off what matters: the important conclusion of the matter.
See, for example,
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(53) Mau hɛðɛkɜ

ɪli

n̩fɜkəɾ

fih

mau DEM
which think.1SG
qɔlthol ̩hɜ
say.1SG.PST_3SGF.OBJ_to_3SGF

wɜqthɜ

in_3SG that.time

jɛχi wɜlit
yekhi become.1SG.PST

‘Mau that’s what I was thinking about at the time Yekhi (‘so’) I naturally told it to
her..’
In this example, the speaker explained what he had said to his fiancée and why: that he
simply expressed what he was thinking at the time. So, because of his direct nature, he
told it to her to her face. The conclusion of the matter, as yekhi indicates, is that he
acted as he always does.
In addition, yekhi often opens a question: the speaker wants to confirm a conclusion
he has made, or to disagree with a conclusion that his hearer has made. In example
(54, a man is looking for his car (a taxi). He asks people if they have seen it, and
eventually one person responds. In example (55, a wife (B) tells her husband (A) to
stop hanging around the house all day, but he interprets that to mean he should play
cards at cafes. She, however, disagrees with his conclusion.
(54) m̩ ʃit

ɾəʒʕat

sʔɛlt

ħatə lin

wæħɪt qalːi

go.1SG.PST return.1SG.PST ask.1SG.PST until to_when one
jɛχi
tæksi
yekhi
taxi

say.3SG.PST_to_1SG

‘I went, returned, asked until someone said to me, “Yekhi (‘so’) taxi?”’
(55) A:
B:

Win

tħɛbni

nɪmʃi

nɛlʕab

Where
want.2SG_1SG.OBJ go.1SG play.1SG
jɛχi
ɛnɜ
qɔltlɪk
ɛmʃi
ɛlʕab
yekhi 1SG
say.1SG.PST_to_3SG go.IMP play.IMP

ɪlkaɾtɜ fɪlqəhawi
DET_cards in_DET_cafes
ɪlkaɾtɜ
fɪlqəhawi
DET_cards in_DET_cafes

‘A: ”Where do you want me to go? Do you want me to go play cards in cafés?”
B: “Yekhi (‘so’) I told you to go play cards in cafes?”’
In both cases, the use of yekhi confirms my analysis above, in which I proposed that
yekhi leads hearers to a conclusion or summary, that is, to the implication of the
preceding material.
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4.3.3 Analysis of Yekhi Based on Relevance Theory
How then should yekhi be interpreted under relevance theory? It seems that yekhi
points the hearer to a contextual implication. The speaker wants to give the reader the
following procedural instructions: “Take what I have just told you, and conclude this
about it. This is the most important thing, and everything else which I stated
previously serves to point to it. Assume that previous information building up to it
serves as strengthening material for the following implication.” As I mentioned above,
this conclusion or contextual implication is typically known or intuitive to the hearer;
therefore, it seems reasonable to conclude that the speaker may use yekhi to affirm to
the hearer what she may already be assuming.
It may be helpful if I explicate the logic behind a few of the examples above. First
of all, example (44, in which yekhi is used in its argumentative function:
1. Premise: If a son speaks directly and rudely to his father, his father will become
angry and offended.
2. Given: The speaker (the son) spoke directly and rudely to his father.
3. Assumption: The father must have become angry and offended.
4. Confirmation of assumption: (3) is in fact what happened. The father’s angry
response is introduced by yekhi, indicating it as the intuitive contextual implication
drawn from previous strenghtening material, thus confirming the hearer’s assumptions.

And example (45, which uses yekhi in its narrative, sequential function:
1. Premise: If a speaker is telling a story and giving information about a previous state
of affairs, that information is relevant to what comes after it in the discourse.
2. Given: The speaker is discussing how he used to dress sloppily because he was poor.
3. Assumption: The speaker’s wardrobe must be relevant to the narrative he is telling.
4. Confirmation of assumption: The speaker’s wardrobe led to his boss’ taking action to
make him look more appropriate for a work setting. This action is introduced by yekhi,
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indicating that it is the intuitive contextual assumption drawn from the previous
strengthening matieral, thus confirming the hearer’s assumption.

In both cases, then, yekhi follows contextual strengthening material and confirms to a
hearer that she should draw contextual effects from the intuitive contextual implication
which she has already drawn.
Yekhi, then, instructs the hearer to accept what follows as a reasonable conclusion to
the preceding information. It may function in an argumentative or non-argumentative
(narrative, for example) context, following Unger’s typology of conclusion-indicating
connectives. (Unger 2007) It appears to function in a similar manner to veca (Unger
2007) in Kurdish (a conclusion-indicating connective with argumentative or nonargumentative functions), so in English, donc in French, or siɛ in Sissala. (Blass 1993)
This concurs with Blass’ hypothesis that certain procedural markers may very well
function in quite similar manners cross-linguistically, as deep human processing, despite
differences in surface form, remains the same culture to culture. (Blass 2012)

4.4 The Discourse Marker Mela
4.4.1 The Syntactic Role of Mela
I will now describe and analyze the discourse marker mela, following the same
pattern as above with yekhi. Mela functions very similarly syntactically to yekhi; it
always occurs clause-initially, and appears to have a clear connective function:
(56) fɪlwɜqt

ɪli

ɛnti

ʕandɪk miɛt

mɪljon hau ʕandi mɪljon mɛlɜ ɾɜbi

in_DET_time which 2SG
to_2SG one.hundred million here to_1SG million mela God
sʊbħanɜho wɜ
tʕalɜ
ʕandu baɾʃɜ
ɛsmɛ
Praised
and Exalted to_3SG many names

‘…at the time that you have one hundred thousand dinars (you say) “I have one
thousand dinars.” Mela God praised and exalted has many names.’
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(57) θɜmɜ

ɪli

qal

ja sɜtiɾ

ostɔɾni …

mɛlɜ sidi

there.is which say.3SG.PST oh protector protect.IMP_1SG.OBJ… mela
ɪli
iħɛb
jɪtnɜħælu
hɛɪnɛsiɛn
u
the.one.who want.3SG PASS_remove.3SG_to_3SG DEM_forgetfulness and
ɪlʁɜflɜ
u
qɜswɜt
ɪlqalb…
DET_gullibleness and
hardness of DET_heart…

sir

‘There are those who said “Oh protector, protect me”… Mela sir, the one who
wants to get rid of that forgetfulness and gullibleness and hardness of heart…’
Both uses of mela in the examples above occur between clauses. In example (56, the
speaker gives an analogy to prove his point, and then reiterates that point, introducing
it with mela. In example (57, the speaker describes how different people pray, but then
gets back to his main point about asking for God’s help to become less forgetful,
introducing the main point with mela.
Like yekhi, mela can also be replaced by other connectives under the right
circumstances, further confirming its role as a discourse connective. Note how in
example (58, the utterance from example (57 is repeated, but mela is replaced with
another discourse marker (not analyzed in this paper): ‘ale kul ya hal’. The result is an
acceptable, grammatical utterance:
(58) θɜmɜ

ɪli

qal

ja sɜtiɾ

ostɔɾni …

ʕalɛ kʊl jɛ ħal sidi

there.is which say.3SG.PST oh protector protect.IMP_1SG.OBJ… ale kul ya hal sir
ɪli
iħɛb
jɪtnɜħælu
hɛɪnɛsiɛn
u
the.one.who want.3SG PASS_remove.3SG_to_3SG DEM_forgetfulness and
ɪlʁɜflɜ
u qɜswɜt
ɪlqalb…
DET_gullibleness and hardness of DET_heart

‘There are those who said “Oh protector, protect me”… Ale kul ya hal (‘In any
case’) sir, the one who wants to get rid of that forgetfulness and gullibleness
and hardness of heart…’

4.4.2 The Pragmatic Role of Mela
Again, like yekhi, mela points to some form of conclusion or result. In the following
example, the speaker (A) says she doesn’t believe a certain person. Her hearer (B) then
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makes an assumption based on this person’s supposed lack of trustworthiness,
introducing her assumption, or conclusion, with mela:
(59) A:
B:

ɛnɜ

ɪslemɛn

mɛnsɜdquʃ

1SG
DET_Slimen believe.1SG_3SG.OBJ_NEG
mɛlɜ mɛtqɔliʃ
ɪli ɪlħækɛjə
fɜmɜ
mɪnhɜ
mela tell.IMP_to_1SG_NEG that DET_story there.is from_3SGF

‘A: “I don’t believe (what) Slimen (says).”
B: “Mela (‘therefore’) don’t tell me there’s something to the story…”’
Yet unlike yekhi, mela cannot mark the passage of time. Example 58, which uses
mela to break up two subsequent events, is incomprehensible:
(60) *** m̩ ʃit

lɪlħanut

go.1SG.PST

mɛlɜ qabɛlt

saħbi

to_DET_story mela meet.1SG.PST

friend_1SG.POSS

‘I went to the store. Mela (‘therefore’) I met my friend.’
These conclusions which are marked by mela are not typically intuitive, as per yekhi.
Instead, what follows mela seems to be understandable from context, yet not obvious.
In the following example, the speaker gives an analogy to explain why God has more
than the ninety-nine names identified in Islam: you can talk about having a certain
amount of money for specific purposes when in reality you have more.
(61) fɪlwɜqt

ɪli

ɛnti

ʕandɪk miɛt

mɪljon hau

ʕandi mɪljon mɛlɜ ɾɜbi

in_DET_time which 2SG
to_2SG one.hundred million here to_1SG million mela God
sʊbħanɜho wɜ
tʕalɜ
ʕandu baɾʃɜ
ɛsmɛ
Praised
and Exalted to_3SG many names

‘… at the time that you have one hundred thousand dinars (you say) “I have one
thousand dinars.” Mela (‘therefore’) God praised and exalted has many
names.’
Once he has given his reason, he follows with the conclusion, introduced by mela. This
conclusion, however, is not clearly intuitive from the reasons provided alone.
Again, like yekhi, mela often introduces a question. Because mela introduces a nonintuitive conclusion, it may be used in question form when someone wants to test
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whether or not the conclusion they are forming is correct, or to ask a question out of
incredulity: “How can this be the case?” In example 60, the speaker (B) explains to his
psychiatrist (A) that if he had friends, he wouldn’t have come to him for counseling.
(62) A:

B:

U

sħabɪk

ɛʃ

kɛnɪt

And friends_2SG.POSS what be.3SGF.PST
u
binhom
and
between_3PL
mɛkɛnʃ
ʕandi
sħab dɔktuɾ mɛlɜ
be.3SG.PST_NEG to_1SG friends doctor mela

ɪlʕalɛqɜ

binɪk

DET_relationship

between_2SG

ʕalɛʃ ʒitɪk
why come.1SG.PST_2SG.OBJ

ɛnɜ
1SG

‘A: “And what was your relationship with your friends like?”
B: “I didn’t have friends, doctor. Mela (‘therefore’) why did I come to you?”’
Mela, then, again introduces a conclusion, only this time in question form, as the
speaker questions what other conclusion could be possible given the current state of
affairs. So like yekhi, mela may introduce a question in order to test a hypothesis, but
as I stated earlier, these hypotheses are much less intuitive or expected for the hearer.
One common way that mela is used is in the question:
(63) mɛlɜ lɛ
mela no

which means something to the effect of, “Does the evidence point to anything else?”
That is, “Do you really want me to assume (mela) something else (le)? That seems rather
counter-intuitive.” Thus, mela indicates conclusions which are unexpected or not
immediately obvious to the hearer.

4.4.3 Analysis of Mela Based on Relevance Theory
From a relevance theory perspective then, mela, like yekhi, points to a contextual
implication. However, this implication is not, like yekhi, intuitive or obvious to the
hearer. Thus a speaker uses mela to give his hearer the following procedural
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instructions: “Assume that what follows is the conclusion of what I have been telling
you, that is, the contextual implication I would like you to draw. But be aware that it
may not be what you had expected and may not be immediately accessible to your
mental representation.” See the logic of example (56:
1. Premise: If a speaker is giving an analogy, that analogy should relate to his topic and
strengthen his argument.
2. Given: The speaker is giving an analogy related to talking about how much money
one has.
3. Assumption: This analogy relates to his main topic of how many names God has.
4. Confirmation of assumption: The speaker returned to his main point (that God has
more than 99 names) and re-introduced it with mela, indicating that what he had been
talking about leads to the non-intuitive assumption of (3).
5. New assumption: If people can talk about having different amounts of money in
different contexts, God can talk about having 99 names when he really has more.

Mela, then, like yekhi, follows strengthening material and leads the hearer to a
conclusion or to a contextual implication. However, this conclusion is not intuitive, as
in example (56, and so mela indicates clearly to the hearer the conclusion she should
draw based on preceding information. In this way, mela may function more like
‘therefore’ or ‘then’ than ‘so’ in English. (For the pragmatic distinctions between ‘so’ and
‘therefore’ see Blakemore 1988:188.) Mela guides a hearer to a highly-relevant
contextual implication which, while understandable from context, is not nearly as
accessible as implications which are preceded by yekhi, and thus must be explicated and
marked by the speaker himself.
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4.5 The Discourse Marker Ti
In the following discussion I will analyze the discourse marker ti in Tunisian Arabic.
I will describe its syntactic functions, its conceptual and procedural content, and its role
as an interjection.
Ti is less easy to define than the previous four markers which I have discussed. It
does not function as a discourse connective, as do yekhi or mela, nor does it carry the
clausal procedural functions of raho and mau. Instead, as I will explain below, it
contains both procedural and conceptual content, and as such is more complex in its
role in discourse.

4.5.1 The Syntactic Role of Ti
Ti always occurs clause-initially, as in example (64:
(64) Ti

muʃ

mɛnʕaɾɜfʃ

dɔktuɾ mɛn̩nɜʒɛmʃ

Ti

not

know.1SG_NEG doctor can_1SG_NEG

nɪkðɪb
lie.1SG

‘Ti it’s not that I don’t know, I can’t lie.’
The word ‘ti’ is the second half of the second person singular (masculine and
feminine) pronoun ‘enti.’ It seems to have been lexicalized from the pronoun, and still
bears strong affinities to the second person singular. In virtually every use of the word,
the hearer is being consciously addressed. In example (65, the speaker is criticizing her
hearer, speaking directly to him and introducing the utterance with ti:
(65) ti fiq

ʕalɛ

ɾoħɛk

ja ɾaʒəl

ti become.aware.IMP about self_2SG.POSS oh man
wɛnti
kɛɾɪk
fɪdaɾ
and_2SG
nest.PROG
in_DET_house

ɾak

n̩haɾ

kɛməl

rak (2SG)

day

full

‘Ti realize what you’re doing, man. Rak all day and you’re nesting at home.’
Ti, however, is not a replacement for the full pronoun enti. Using enti in place of ti
in example (65 produces an unacceptable utterance:
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(66) *** ɛnti fiq

ʕalɛ

ɾoħɛk

enti become.aware.IMP about self_2SG.POSS
kɛməl wɛnti
kɛɾɪk
fɪdaɾ
full
and_2SG nest.PROG in_DET_house

ja ɾaʒəl

ɾak

n̩haɾ

oh man

rak (2SG)

day

‘Enti realize what you’re doing, man. Rak all day and you’re nesting at home.’
Nor does there need to be a verb conjugated in the second person singular in the clause
in which ti is associated, as example (67 shows:
(67) ɛtudiã zɛdɜ… ti ʃpihom

fi

ʒɔɾti

student also… ti what_with_3PL in footstep_1SG.POSS

‘Another student? Ti what’s wrong with them, always following me?’
There is no clear linguistic presence of the second person in this example. Thus, ti is
not equivalent to nor substitutable for the full second person pronoun enti.
Yet there are cases where ti does not even appear to address a hearer. Example (67
above contains no overt reference to a second person singular pronoun, and in the
following example, we again find no evidence of a second person being consciously
addressed. The speaker (the host of a radio program) is discussing the difficulties of
copying long URL addresses into programs with limited character space, and complains,
(68) twitəɾ … mɛʕandɪk ɪlħaq

kɛn fi miɛʔ

u ʔaɾbaʕin

Twitter …to_2SG_NEG DET_right only in one.hundred and forty
ɪladrɛs
ju aɾ ɛl baɾk
tɛkəlhom
DET_address URL
only
eat.3SG_3PL.OBJ

karɛktɛɾ ti
character ti

‘(with) Twitter… you are allowed only one hundred forty characters. Ti the URL
address alone takes them all up.’
There is no clear addressee here, as he is giving a prepared speech. May we assume
from this example, then, that ti may be used in a way not clearly associated with the
second person singular? Probably not, because even in this case ti is perhaps best
analyzed as being associated with the second person singular, as the radio presenter is
trying to connect with his listeners. He wants to make it sound like he is speaking
directly to you, and so uses the discourse marker ti. Thus, it seems most reasonable to
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assume that part of ti’s semantic value is closely associated with the second person
singular pronoun.

4.5.2 The Pragmatic Role of Ti: Conceptual and Procedural Content
Ti is a procedural marker, but it contains more than just procedural content. It is
always used in a context in which there is strong emotion, usually anger. Therefore, it
also plays a role as an interjection. In example (69, the speaker has a lot of work to do
and wants to be left alone, while in example (70, the speaker is complaining about
other guys trying to steal his girlfriend:
(69) u

ɛnɜ

mɛzɛl

ʕandi

fða

bɛʃ

and 1SG still
to_1SG free.time
qiluni
leave.alone.IMP.PL_1SG.OBJ

n̩fɜɾhət

in.order.to have.fun.1SG

ti
ti

‘Like I still have time to have fun? Ti (‘man’) leave me alone!’
(70) ɛtudiã
student

zɛdɜ… ti ʃpihom
also… ti

fi

what_with_3PL in

ʒɔɾti
footstep_1SG.POSS

‘Another student? Ti (‘man’) what’s wrong with them, always following me?’
It seems that when a speaker uses the marker (it could, perhaps, be called an
interjection) ti, he wants to express the fact that the current state of affairs is not how
things should be: he is unhappy with what is taking place. This suggests conceptual
content: the speaker is not, as in the case of the previous four markers, giving
procedural instructions to his hearer, but is rather expressing to her in a strong way his
displeasure with the situation.
Yet ti does seem to have other procedural functions as well. It also instructs a
hearer not to accept the current situation just as the speaker has not accepted it, and
may call her to give an explanation for why things are the way they are. The speaker,
then, is giving the following instructions: “Do not accept that what I am speaking about
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is normal” and “Be prepared to give an account of this situation.” Evidence for this
point can be seen from the fact that ti often occurs in clauses with imperative verbs.
The speaker is calling the hearer to explain what is going on and to make a change.
Example (71 shows how ti can be used with an imperative, as speaker B uses the marker
in conjunction with the imperative ‘tell’:
(71) A:
B:

fɪlħæqiqɜ

mɛjɪsmʕaʃ

m̩ liħ

in_DET_truth
hear.3SG_NEG well
ti
qɔli
ɜtɾɜʃ
qɔlhɛli
bɪsəɾaħa
ti
say.IMP_to_1SG deaf
say.IMP_3SGF.OBJ_to_1SG in_DET_honesty

‘A: “To tell you the truth, he doesn’t hear well.”
B: “Ti (‘man’) tell me he’s deaf, tell it to me honestly.”’
I must make a note here about interjections and their role in syntax and pragmatics.
It appears reasonable to consider ti (and, as I will show below, ‘ad) an interjection. But
I have considered it an interjection with procedural content (in that it instructs the
hearer to give an account of the situation and change it in some way), and as Wharton
(2009:88) says, if an interjection carries “speech-act or propositional-attitude
information,” that is, procedural content, then it could be considered a discourse
marker. The only difference between an interjection and a standard discourse marker
would be that the interjection lacks the typical “syntactic integration” of normal
discourse markers. Therefore, although ti could be analyzed as an interjection and
despite its fringe position in terms of syntactic roles, it seems reasonable to analyze it as
a discourse marker. The fact that, as I have shown, ti contains both conceptual and
procedural content seems to justify its analysis as a discourse marker.
As I mentioned in section 3.4.2, it is perfectly viable for a marker to contain both
conceptual and procedural content, while still being considered the same lexeme.
(Wilson 2011:17) The marker ti, with its close associations with the second personal
pronoun, contains conceptual content in the form of anger and dissatisfaction, and
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procedural content which instructs the hearer to give an account of the situation and
make a change. Ti, thus, has an important argumentative or persuasive function in
discourse. It tells the reader: “Recognize my dissatisfaction; make it your own; give
account for the situation; and do something about it.”

4.5.3 Culture and Argumentation Norms
It may be helpful to include here as well a short explanation of argumentation
norms in Tunisian culture. It is much more acceptable and culturally appropriate for a
Tunisian than for a Westerner to express emotion and show passion or force when
discussing an issue with someone. These expressions are a necessary way to show one’s
concern for the issue being discussed and conviction that his opinion is correct. Thus,
the markers ti and ‘ad (see 4.6 below), which both express anger and frustration in an
argumentative context, may occur more frequently in discourse than their equivalents
(if those exist) in English, for example. The following excerpt, in which one friend (A)
gets angry with another (B) for getting involved in his personal business, but then wants
to know who it is who is trying to steal his girlfriend, shows some of the conversational
norms at play:
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(72) A:
B:
A:

bɛʒi saɾ

ɛʃkun

tæħki

ja bɛʒi

bɛʒi

Beji happen.3SGPST

who

speak.2SG oh Beji

Beji

wɜlahi ħaqni

mɛnqɔlɪkʃ

by_God right_1SG.POSS

say.1SG_to_2SG_NEG

ti jɪzi

ʕad bɛʒi

ti mɪstɛnɪs tɛʒoð

ʕalijə

ɛnti

ti enough ‘ad Beji
ti used.to take.seriously.2SG on_1SG 2SG
qɔli
ʕalɛ
ɛʃkun tæħki
ja bɛʒi
tell.2SG_to_1SG
about
who
speak.2SG oh Beji

B:

ʕalɛ

ɪlʔetudiã

m̩ tɛʕ

about DET_student

A:

ɛʃnuɜ

etudiã

of

zedɜ

ti
ti

ɪtɾwɔziɛm
DET_third

uuu ja rɜbi ti ʃpihom

fiʒɔɾti

what
student also
ooh oh Lord ti what_with_3PL in_footstep_1SG.POSS
kɛn jɪtl ̩hɛu
bəqɾajɪthom
χiɾl ̩hom
if
take.care.3PL of_studies_3PL.POSS better_for_3PL

‘A: “Beji, so who are you talking about, Beji? Beji?”
B: “By God, I shouldn’t tell you.”
A: “Ti enough ‘ad, Beji, ti are you used to taking me seriously? Ti tell me who it is
you’re talking about, Beji.”
B: “About the student from the third floor.”
A: “What, a student too? Ooh, God, what’s with them, always following me, if they
focused on their studies, it’d be better for them.”’
Uses of ti and ‘ad (see below), begging, and showing emotion are evident in this
example. Cultural norms of argumentation largely determine the surface structure of
conversations, and certain discourse markers play an important role in the process of
argumentation.
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4.6 The Discourse Marker ‘Ad
4.6.1 The Syntactic Role of ‘Ad
I will now analyze the marker ‘ad, following the same pattern as I did with ti. ‘Ad
may occur either in a clause-initial (as in example (73) or clause-final (example (74)
position:
(73) ʕad qɔltli

milːuwəl

ɪli

‘ad say.2SG.PST_to_1SG from_DET_beginning
l ̩ħmɛtɪk
for_mother.in.law_2SG.POSS

ɛnti tħɛb

tɛlqa

that 2SG want.2SG find.2SG

ħæl
solution

‘‘Ad you should have told me from the beginning that you want to find a solution
for your mother-in-law (problem).’
(74) rod bɛlɪk
be.careful

yaɾʒʕulɪk

ʕad

return.3PL_to_2SG

‘ad

‘Watch out that they don’t return to you ‘ad.’
Yet it may not appear inside a clause nucleus. Example (75, a synthetic utterance
based on example (74, is ungrammatical because ‘ad occurs inside the clause nucleus:
(75) *** rod bɛlɪk
be.careful

ʕad

yaɾʒʕulɪk

‘ad

return.3PL_to_2SG

‘Watch out ‘ad they that don’t return to you.’

4.6.2 The Pragmatic Role of Ti: Conceptual and Procedural Content
Like ti, ‘ad contains conceptual value as well as procedural value. It expresses anger
or frustration, as in the following example:
(76) Ti
ti

jɪzi

ʕad

enough ‘ad

bɛʒi

ti

Beji

ti

mɪstɛnɪs
used.to

teχoð

ʕalijə

ɛnti

take.seriously.2SG on_1SG 2SG

‘Ti that’s enough ‘ad (‘come on’) Beji ti are you used to taking me seriously?.’
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The speaker, who wants his addressee to give him a piece of information, wants to
indicate that “things are not as they should be.”
More evidence for ‘ad’s conceptual content of anger is a few idiomatic phrases
which use ‘ad:
(77) lɛ

ʕad

no

‘ad

(78) jɪzi
enough

ʕad
‘ad

Both of these express frustration and anger. They tell a hearer that a situation, or more
commonly, what has just been said, is unacceptable and should be stopped somehow.
But ‘ad also has another use which seems quite distinct from the function I described
above. It may indicate a return to main-line events in a narrative (or perhaps
description or argumentation). In this case, ‘ad indicates to the hearer that what has
come before was only supporting information to the main-line narrative or argument.
See example (79, in which the speaker is describing the cowardly nature of chickens,
and then returns to the main point of what he is saying: that farmers must therefore
always watch out for snakes and other predators.
(79) təɾʕabu

u

shake.3PL and
ʕad tɛlqa
‘ad find.2SG

mɛʕatʃ

ibiðu

ki ɪlʕadə

no.longer give.eggs.3PL as DET_normal
ɪlmuɾɜbi dimə
iɾod bɛlu
u
DET_farmer always be.careful.3SG
and

jʕɜs
guard.3SG

‘… they shake and no longer give eggs like usual. ‘Ad (‘come on’) you find that
the farmer must always be on guard.’
In this case, then, ‘ad serves to background previous information and indicate to a
hearer that what follows is much more salient to the discourse. Therefore, this sense of
‘ad will almost always occur at clear discourse breaks.
I have said then, that ‘ad expresses frustration and anger towards a situation, and
also indicates a return to a main-line narrative or argument. So what is the essential
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sense of ‘ad? It seems that a speaker uses ‘ad to tell his hearer: “Move on to what is
important.” That is, “What I or you have been discussing is not the contextual
implication which should be drawn and is at best a strengthener. It’s time to move on
to the important things we need to talk about.” Thus, if ‘ad is used in its more clearly
conceptual sense, expressing anger or frustration, the speaker is telling the hearer to
turn away from perceived peripheral actions or statements, and to move on to serious
or salient matters. When ‘ad is used in its more procedural sense in descriptions or
argumentations, it indicates to the hearer that what the speaker had been talking about
is only strengthening material for the more important implications which he has now
returned to.
‘ad, then, has important ramifications for argumentation and persuasion in discourse
in Tunisian Arabic. It is a relatively strong marker with a clear persuasive function. In
both its conceptual and procedural forms it instructs hearers to eliminate assumptions
of relevance about preceding material and return to information of higher relevance.
As such, it may sometimes function like the English phrase ‘come on,’ and, in fact, the
word itself comes from the MSA word ‘to return.’ 10

4.7 Conclusion
I have thus attempted to provide an analysis of each discourse marker according
to its syntactic and pragmatic roles. While much remains to be studied on each of these
words, I hope that the preceding analysis can be a starting point for further research

10

For further data, see the appendices, in which three charted texts have been included.
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into the procedural and argumentative functions of each of the six markers in Tunisian
Arabic.
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CHAPTER 5
What, then, have I proposed in this study? First of all, I have attempted to utilize
the advantages of both a local-cohesion syntactic model and a relevance theory
pragmatic model. Focusing on local cohesion and on syntactic roles in general gives the
researcher an opportunity to work with observable phenomena and make as objective
an analysis as possible. Relevance theory, on the other hand takes those observable
phenomena and analyzes them from a pragmatic framework, identifying how discourse
features operate in terms of expectations of relevance. Thus, my analytical method has
utilized numerous theories and forms of analysis, but I hope it has proved effective. It
is certainly useful, through syntactic analysis of the local coherence functions of
discourse markers, to work with empirical, observable data on which to base an
analysis.
In the course of analysis, I have found a number of interesting discourse
phenomena. The fact that raho and mau take conceptual content from subject NPs in
certain clauses (that is, they inflect according to the subject), for example, is rather
unique. In addition, raho is especially distinctive in that it may function as an
evidential marker which takes conceptual content. The distinction between the types of
conclusions indicated by yekhi and mela is instructive; and the procedural and
conceptual content carried by ti and ‘ad give further evidence for Blakemore’s idea that
markers may carry both types of content. In addition, the impact of a culture’s
argumentation or conversational norms on observable discourse phenomena is an
important consideration.
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What avenues of further research does this study point to? First of all, there are a
number of other discourse markers in Tunisian Arabic which have not been studied and
need to be analyzed in a similar fashion. In addition, little research has been done on
discourse features in Tunisian Arabic in general. I hope to further study the discourse
of Tunisian Arabic and look at other important phenomena, including participant
reference and verb aspect and serial verbs, based on the charts I have already compiled.
With regard to discourse studies in general, the analysis I have presented in this paper
encourages further research on markers which contain procedural and conceptual
content. Of special interest may be more cross-linguistic studies which indicate whether
my analysis of raho as an evidential marker which may take conceptual information
from a subject noun phrase is reasonable.
It is my hope and prayer that this study has provided useful data which will further
cross-linguistic research on discourse markers and their role in utterance creation and
interpretation. At the very least, it has served to help balance what Blakemore calls the
“the over-dependence of discourse marker research on English.” (Blakemore 2002:2) I
also hope that the analysis I have provided will encourage better understanding of the
discourse features and syntax of Tunisian Arabic, spur other researchers on to studying
the language, and encourage Tunisians to see the intrinsic value of their native
language.
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APPENDICES
The following appendices are three texts from the thirty-two (32) discourses which
I charted. The first two charts, examples of the discourse charts I wrote for each of the
32 texts, are written in Arabic script and IPA, glossed and translated. I have assumed
SVO word order. Pre-posed or post-posed nuclear elements from the clause have been
marked with a bold border around the cell. Discourse markers analyzed in this study
have been highlighted, each with a different color. The final chart, number (3), is an
example of what a relevance theory chart would look like. The explicatures,
assumptions, and cognitive effects of each utterance in the discourse are outlined. The
charts in (2) and (3) come from the same text.
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ok, there we are

طول
tul
directly

في وجھه
fi wɪʒhu
in face_3SG.POSS
I went directly to him and told him the truth about him to his face

yes

في تنبك المراھقة
fi tonbɜk ɪlmuɾahqɜ
in peak of DET_adolescence
so at the peak of adolescence

yes

isn't it like that

حقيقته
ħæqiqtu
truth_3SG.POSS

***

قلتله
qɔltlu
say.1SG.PST_to_3SG

مشيتله
m̩ʃitlu
go.1SG.PST_to_3SG

أي
ɛi
yes

ممم
m̩ː
yes

موش
muʃ
not

تكلمت
ətkɛlɛmt
speak.2SG.PST

V
قلتلي
qɔltli
say.2SG.PST_to_1SG

ھك
hɛkɜ
like.that

O
***

كان
kɛn
be.3SG.PST

مع بوك
mʕa buk
with father_2SG.POSS

Inside
سيدي
sidi
sir

سبعطشن س@@ناء
عمرك
sɛbʕataʃɪn snɛʔ
ʕɔmɾɪk
seventeen years
age_2SG.POSS
the first time you spoke with your father in all honesty you were seventeen years old

بكل صراحة
bəkul sɜɾaħa
with_all honesty

So you told me sir

Outside

***

***

***

S
***

Focus

و
u
AND

معنتھا
maʕnɪthɜ
PART

أيوا فواال
aiwɜ vwalɜ
PART PART

أول مرة
awəl mɜrɜ
first time

PoD Connective
ماال
mɛlɜ
PART

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

Sent #
1

Text #1: The Pathological Truth-teller
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معك
mʕak
with_2SG

Inside

listen, mister youth

سي شباب
si ʃəbɛb
mister young.man

***

***

***

ماعاجبكش
mɛʕaʒbɪkʃ
please.3SG.PST_2SG.OBJ_NEG

***

***

***

لبست
lɛbɪst
clothe.1SG.PST

أسمع
ɛsmaʕ
listen.IMP

***

***

وكلت
wɜkɪlt
feed.1SG.PST

قريت
qɜrit
teach.1SG.PST

ھذاك
hɛðikɜ
DEM

***

قاللي
qali
say.3SG.PST_to_1SG

***

كفويا
kəfujɜ
payment_1SG.POSS

***

S
وجھه
wɪʒhu
face_3SG.POSS

قحرلي
gəħaɾli
stare.down.3SG_to_1SG

V
تقلب
ətqlɪb
flip.3SG.PST_PASS

***

O

that's my repayment from you after all I taught you after all I fed you after all I clothed you after all, after all…

He stared me down He said to me

so his face changed

Outside

كان
kɛn
if

قد ما قد ما
qɜd mɛ qɜd mɛ
how much how much

قد ما
qɜd mɛ
how much

قد ما
qɜd mɛ
how much

قد ما
qɜd mɛ
how much

Focus

و
u
AND

PoD Connective
ياخي
jɛχi
PART

13

12

11

10

Sent #
9

Outside

في الكالم
fɪlklɛm
in DET_words

Inside

I liked her, you know

well, I got to know a girl

first relationship

ھك
hɛkɜ
like.that

OK, if you could tell me sir about the first romantic relationship you made

على أول عالقة عاطيفية
ʕalɛ awəl ʕalɛqɜ ʕatifiə
on first relationship romantic

no matter how much I tried to go back on the words that I said I couldn't

(I couldn't do) anything

if you don't like it there's the door
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واحدة
wæħdɜ
one.FEM

عاجبتني
ʕaʒbɪtni
please.3SGF.PST_1SG.OBJ

عرفت
ʕarɜft
know.1SG.PST

***

***

أول عالقة
awəl ʕalɛqɜ
first relationship

***

عملتھا
ʕamɛlthɜ
do.2SG.PST_3SGF.OBJ

***

***

مانجمتش
mɛnəʒɪmtɪʃ
can.1SG.PST_NEG

***

***

قلته
qɔltu
say.1SG.PST_3SG.OBJ

تحكيلي
tæħkili
speak.2SG_to_1SG

***

شيء
ʃɛi
nothing

S
***

حولت باش نتراجع
ħawɪlt bɛʃ nɪtɾaʒaʕ
try.1SG.PST so.that turn.back.1SG

V
حنك
ħnɪk
swipe.with.cheek.IMP

سيدي
sidi
sir

***

O
الباب
ɪlbɛb
DET_door

كان
kɛn
if

اللي
ɪli
which

قد ما
qɜd mɛ
how much

Focus

ماني
mɛni
PART

بون
bõ
PART

PoD Connective

19

18

17

16

15

14

Sent #
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we're here trying to identify the issue

what

that does have to do with that

no

doctor, what does that have to do with that

do you hatch, too

oh really? You like birds?

and go into the golden cage

and build the marriage nest

في ھذايا
fi hɛðɛjə
in DEM

في ھذا
fi hɛðɜ
in DEM

Outside
Inside
في سيريو
معھا
mʕahɜ
fɪsiɾiə
with_3SGF
in DET_serious
and I wanted to enter into a serious relationship with her

في الحكاية
fɪlħækɛjə
in DET_story

ھذا
hɛðɜ
DEM

ھذا
hɛðɜ
DEM

مغروم بالعصافر
mɜʁɾum bɪlʕasafəɾ
interested in_DET_birds

قاعدين نحولو نشخصو
qaʕdin n̩ħaulu n̩ʃɜχsu
stay.PROG_PL try.1PL identify.1PL

مداخل
m̩dɛχəl
enter.PROG

ال
lɛ
no

مداخل
m̩dɛχəl
enter.PROG

تكرك زادا
ətkɜrɪk zɛdɜ
hatch.2SG also

ندخل
notχɔl
enter.1SG

نبني
nɪbni
build.1SG

عرش الزوجية
ʕɜɾʃ ɪzauʒiə
nest of DET_marriage

للقفص الذھبي
lɪlqɜfɜs ɪðɛhəbi
to_DET_cage DET_golden

V
حبيت ندخل
ħæbit notχɔl
want.1SG.PST enter.1SG

O

أحنا
æħnɜ
1PL

أشنوا
ɛʃnuɜ
what

أشنوى
ɛʃnuɜ
what

***

***

***

***

S
***

Focus

دكتور
dɔktuɾ
doctor

أه بون
abõ
PART

و
u
AND

و
u
AND

PoD Connective
و
u
AND

29

28

27

26

25

24

23

22

21

Sent #
20
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يا بنت الناس
ja bɪnt ɪnɛs
oh daughter of DET_people

في وجھھا
fi wɪʒhɜ
in face_3SGF.POSS

على خالقك
ʕalɛ χlɛqɪk
on morals_2SG.POSS
but I like you because of your morals

it's true that you are just average-looking

listen, daughter of people

I said to her

بالظرورة
bɪðɜɾuɾɜ
by_DET_necessity

Inside

بطبيعتھا
bɪtəbiʕathɜ
by_DET_nature_3SGF.POSS

so one day I said it to her face

it came about naturally

not out of necessity

no no

I understand, I understand

Outside

***

***

راك
ɾak
PART

خليقة و راس
χəliq u ɾas
creation AND head

***

***

***

***

عاجبتني
ʕaʒbɪtni
please.2SG.PST_1SG.OBJ

أسمع
ɛsmaʕ
listen.IMP

قلتلھا
qɔltl̩hɜ
say.1SG.PST_to_3SGF

قلتھالھا
qɔlthɛl̩hɜ
say.1SG.PST_3SGF.OBJ_to_3SGF

الحكاية
ɪlħækɛjə
DET_story

S
***

سحيح
sħiħ
true

***

***

جات
ʒet
come.3SGF.PST

موش
muʃ
not

ال ال
lɛ lɛ
no no

V
فھمتك فھمتك
fhɛmtɪk fhɛmtɪk
understand.1SG.PST_2SG.OBJ understand.1SG.PST_2SG.OBJ

O
***

راك
ɾak
PART

أنت
ɛnti
2SG

Focus

نھار
n̩ haɾ
day

أما
ɛmɜ
but

ياخي
jɛχi
PART

PoD Connective

38

37

36

35

34

33

32

31

Sent #
30

77

قلتلھا
qɔltl̩hɜ
say.2SG.PST_to_3SGF

في وجھھا
الكالم الحلو ھذايا
fi wɪʒhɜ
ɪlklɛm ɪlħlu hɛðɛjə
in face_3SGF.POSS
DET_words DET_sweet DEM
what was her reaction after you said those sweet words to her face

قلي
qɔli
say.IMP_to_1SG

كان
kɛn
be.3SG.PST

***

أي
ɛi
yes

رد فعل متاعھا
rɜd fɛʕl m̩tɛʕhɜ
reaction of_3SGF

please tell me

yes

في وجھھا
fi wɪʒhɜ
in face_3SGF.POSS
so it happened that I said them to her to her face

***

أش
ɛʃ
what

***

***

***

وليت قلتھولھا
wɜlit qɔlthol̩hɜ
become.1SG.PST say.1SG.PST_3SG.OBJ_to_3SGF

***

S
مخك
moχɪk
mind_2SG.POSS

اللي
ɪli
what

أي
ɛi
yes

قلتلھا
qɔltl̩hɜ
say.2SG.PST_to_3SGF

V

نفكر فيه
n̩fɜkəɾ fih
think.1SG in_3SG

***

وقتھا
wɜqthɜ
time_3SGF.POSS
yes I mean, that was what I was thinking at the time

O
نظيف
n̩ ðif
clean

الكالم ھذايا
ɪlklɛm hɛðɛjə
DET_words DEM

Inside

في وجھھا
fi wɪʒhɜ
in face_3SGF.POSS
ah, so you said those words to her face?

and also your mind is clean

Outside

بعد ما
bʕad mɛ
after

ھذاك
hɛðɛkɜ
DEM

Focus

بربي
bəɾɜbi
by_God

ياخي
jɛχi
PART

مو
mau
PART

أيوا
aiwɜ
PART

PoD Connective
زيد
و
u
zid
AND
also

45

44

43

42

41

40

Sent #
39

78

Inside

في وجھه
fiwɪʒhu
in face_3SG.POSS

why else did I come to you?

yes

I didn't have friends doctor

على حقيقته
ʕalɛ ħæqiqtu
on truth_3SG.POSS

دكتور
dɔktuɾ
doctor

بينك و بينھم
binɪk u binhom
between_2SG AND between_3PL
and your friends, what was the relationship between you and them?

but what's that to us

yes, I understand, I understand

but her brother, he had a harsh reaction

she was fine at the time

no

Outside

كان عنده
kɛn ʕandu
be.3SG.PST to_3SG

وقتھا
waqthɜ
time_3SGF.POSS

V
ال
lɛ
no

***

أنا
ɛnɜ
1SG

صحاب
sħab
friends

العالقة
ɪlʕalɛqɜ
DET_relationship

علينا
ʕalinɜ
on_1PL

نقلله
n̩qɔlːu
say.1SG_to_3SG

جيتك
ʒitɪk
come.1SG.PST_2SG.OBJ

ماكانش عندي
mɛkɛnʃ ʕandi
be.3SG.PST_NEG to_1SG

كانت
kɛnɪt
be.3SGF.PST

ال
lɛ
not

فھمتك فھمتك
fhɛmtɪk fhɛmtɪk
understand.1SG.PST_2SG.OBJ understand.1SG.PST_2SG.OBJ
***

رد فعل أحرش شوية
ɾɜd fɛʕl æħɾəʃ ʃwɛjə
reaction harsh a.little

نرمال
nɔɾmal
normal

O

***

***

***

أش
ɛʃ
what

***

خوھا
χohɜ
brother_3SGF.POSS

ھي
hejə
3SGF

S

اللي
ɪli
who

عالش
ʕalɛʃ
why

صحابك
sħabɪk
friends_2SG.POSS

Focus

ماال
mɛlɜ
PART

أي
ɛi
yes

و
u
AND

أما
ɛmɜ
but

أي
ɛi
yes

أما
ɛmɜ
but

PoD Connective

55

54

53

52

51

50

49

48

47

Sent #
46

79

تنجم تقل
tnɛʒəm tqul
can.2SG say.2SG

صحاب
sħab
friends
there is only one, uncle Ajmi the barber who could be considered, you could say we're friends

and in your subconscious, he replaces your father

بوك
buk
father_2SG.POSS

نقعدو نھرو
noqʕɔdu n̩hɜru
sit.1PL shoot.breeze.1PL

ھكايا
hɛkɛjə
like.that

***

***

***

محسوب
mæħsub
could.be.considered

S
***

ھذاك
hɛðɛkɜ
DEM

اللي
ɪli
who

Focus

يعوضلك
في السوبكونسيون متاعك أنت في الواع@ي
jʕawɪðlɪk
fɪlɛwɛʕifɪsypkõnsiõ m̩tɛʕk ɛnti
replace.3SG_to_2SG
in DET_subconscious of_2SG.POSS in DET_subconscious

عامك العاجمي الحجام ھدايا
ʕamɪk ɪlʕaʒmi ɪlħæʒɛm hɛðɛjə
uncle_2SG.POSS DET_ajmi DET_barber DEM

تلقى
tɛlqa
find.2SG

نمشي نبنك
nɪmʃi n̩bɜnɜk
go.1SG sit.on.bench.1SG

بحذاه
bæħðeh
next.to_3SG

now, you'll find that uncle Ajmi that barber is an old man, he is

I see

and we sit and shoot the breeze like that

في الحنوت
fɪlħænut
in DET_store
I go sit down at his store

I see

رجل كبيرھذاي
ɾaʒəl kbiɾ hɛðɛjə
man old DEM

ثما
θɜmɜ
there.is

كان الوحيد عام العاجمي الحجام
kɛn ɪlwaħid ʕam ɪlʕaʒmi ɪlħæʒɛm
only DET_only.one uncle DET_ajmi DET_barber

the peron I tell the truth about him to his face no longer stays my friend

V
ماعادتش يقعد
meʕatʃ joqʕɔd
no.longer stay.3SG

Inside

O
صحبي
saħbi
friend_1SG.POSS

Outside

و
u
AND

مو
mau
PART

أيوا
aiwɜ
PART

و
u
AND

أيوا
aiwɜ
PART

PoD Connective

62

61

60

59

58

57

56

Sent #
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you know, sir,

tell me honestly

Come on, say deaf

well, in truth, he doesn't hear well

in your opinion, why?

I see

and he never gets angry with me

مني
mɪni
from_1SG

سيدي
sidi
sir

بالصراحة
bɪsəɾaħa
in_DET_honesty

uncle Ajmi is the only one who listens to me

Inside
بينك و بينه
binɪk u binu
between_2SG AND between_3SG
your father, the one that a break happened between you and him

Outside

أنت
ɛnti
2SG

***

أطرش
ɜtɾɜʃ
deaf

***

الوحيد
ɪlwæħid
DET_only.one

O
القطيعة
ɪlqətiʕa
DET_break

تعرف
tʕarəf
know.2SG

قلھالي
qɔlhɛli
say.IMP_3SGF.OBJ_to_1SG

قللي
qɔli
say.IMP_to_1SG

مايسمعش مليح
mɛjɪsmʕaʃ m̩liħ
hear.3SG_NEG well

***

عمره مايتغشش
ʕɔmɾu mɛjɪtʁɜʃɪs
age_3SG.POSS become.mad.3SG_NEG

يسمعني
jɪsmʕani
listen.3SG_1SG.OBJ

V
صارت
saɾət
happen.3SGF.PST

***

***

***

***

***

عام العاجمي
ʕam ɪlʕaʒmi
uncle DET_ajmi

S
اللي
ɪli
which

في الحقيقة
fɪlħæqiqɜ
in DET_truth

تي
ti
PART

وا
wɜ
PART

أيوا
aiwɜ
PART

و
u
AND

PoD Connective

عالش
حسب رايك
ʕalɛʃ ħæsɪb ɾajɪk
according.to opinion_2SG.POSS
why

اللي
ɪli
who

Focus
بوك
buk
father_2SG.POSS

71

70

69

68

67

66

65

64

Sent #
63

81

Inside

I can't lie

it's not that I don't know, doctor

دكتور
dɔktuɾ
doctor

most people don't want to listen to the truth especially the truth that concerns them

and this you must know well

and most people must…

your problem is you don't know how to lie

what your problem is

Outside

تخصھم
tχoshom
concern.3SGF_3PL.OBJ

ھم
homɜ
3PL

ماننجمش نكذب
mɛn̩nɜʒɛmʃ nɪkðɪb
can.1SG_NEG lie_1SG

مانعفش
mɛnʕaɾɜfʃ
know.1SG_NEG

موش
muʃ
not

مايحبوش يسمعو
mɛiħɛbuʃ jɪsmaʕu
want.3PL_NEG listen.3PL

يلزمك تعرفه مليح
jɪlzmɪk tʕaɾəfu m̩liħ
must.3SG_2SG.OBJ know.2SG_3SG.OBJ well

يلزمھا
jɪlzɪmhɜ
must.3SG_3SGF.OBJ

ماتعرفش تكذب
mɛtʕarɜfʃ tɪkðɪb
know.2SG_NEG lie.2SG

V

الحقيقة
ɪlħæqiqɜ
DET_truth

***

O
أشنية
ɛʃniə
what

***

***

اللي
ɪli
which

مكثر الناس
mokθəɾ ɪnɛs
most of DET_people

***

مكثر الناس
mokθəɾ ɪnɛs
most of DET_people

***

مشكلتك
muʃkɪltɪk
problem_2SG.POSS

S
مشكلتك
muʃkɪltɪk
problem_2SG.POSS

الحقيقة
ɪlħæqiqɜ
DET_truth

ھذايا
hɛðɛjə
DEM

Focus

خاصة
χasɜtɜn
especially

تي
ti
PART

و
u
AND

و
u
AND

PoD Connective

78

77

76

75

74

73

Sent #
72

82

Inside

what string, doctor

دكتور
dɔktuɾ
doctor

now we've begun to grab the string that will take us

here we are

على روحي و على خلق ربي
ʕalɛ ɾoħi u ʕalɛ χɜlq ɾɜbi
on self_1SG.POSS AND on creation of God
does that mean I am lying to myself and to God's creation

what does that mean

who said that that truth of yours is the true truth?

it's something stronger than I am

Outside

أشكون
ɛʃkun
who

Focus

اللي
ɪli
which

باش يوصلنا
bɛʃ iwɜsɜlnɜ
FUT take.3SG_1PL.OBJ
***

أنا خيت
ɛnɜ χit
what string

ھانا
hɛnɜ
here_1PL

أنا
ɛnɜ
1SG

أش
ɛʃ
what

ھي
الحققية متاعك ھذايا
hejəɪlħæqiqɜ m̩tɛʕk hɛðɛjə
3SGF
DET_truth of_2SG DEM

***

S
حاجة
ħæʒɜ
thing

توا بدينا نشدو
tawɜ bədinɜ n̩ʃɪdu
now begin.1PL.PST grab.1PL

قاعد نكذب
qaʕd nɪkðɪb
stay.PROG lie.1SG

معنتھا
maʕnɪthɜ
meaning_3SGF.POSS

معنتھا
maʕnɪthɜ
meaning_3SGF.POSS

قال
qal
say.3SG.PST

V

الخيت
ɪlχit
DET_string

الحقيقة السحيحة
ɪlħæqiqɜ ɪsħiħa
DET_truth DET_true

O
أقوى مني
aqwɜ mɪni
stronger than_1SG

اللي
ɪli
that

تي
ti
PART

أيوا
aiwɜ
PART

PoD Connective

85

84

83

82

81

80

Sent #
79

83

and also I'm not sure that that is the truth?

مانيش
mɛniʃ
1SG_NEG

سور
syɾ
certain

الحقيقة
ɪlħæqiqɜ
DET_truth

نقلله
n̩qɔlu
say.1SG_to_3SG

اليزي
lɛ jɪzi
not enough.3SG

V
توا والت عندي
tawɜ wɜlɛt ʕandi
now become.3SGF.PST to_1SG

في وجھه
على حقيقته
fi wɪʒhu
ʕalɛ ħæqiqtu
in face_3SG.POSS
on truth_3SG.POSS
it's not enough that the one who passes by me I tell him the truth about him to his face

O
مشكلة أخرى
muʃkɪlɜ oχəɾɜ
problem other

يعرضني
jʕarɜðni
pass.by.3SG_1SG.OBJ

Inside

***

I now have another problem

Outside

ھذيك
hɛðikɜ
DEM

***

***

***

S

اللي
ɪli
that

اللي
ɪli
who

Focus
أنا
ɛnɜ
1SG

زيد
zid
also

و
u
AND

PoD Connective

88

87

Sent #
86

84

***

نقذي
nɜqði
shop.1SG

***

***

كملت
kɛmɛlt
finish.1SG.PST

خرجت
χɾɜʒt
leave.1SG.PST

***

***

قذيتي
qɜðiəti
shopping_1SG.POSS

دخلت
tχɜlt
enter.1SG.PST

حطيت
ħatit
put.1SG.PST

***

***

ھبطت
hɜbɜt
go.down.1SG.PST

خلست
χɜlɜst
pay.1SG.PST

S
***

V
وقفت
waqɜft
stop.1SG.PST

خوك
χok
brother_1SG.POSS

التيكاي
ɪtikɛi
DET.ticket

حق الوقوف
ħaq ɪlwuquf
cost of DET.parking

O
كرھبتي
kəɾhɜbti
car_1SG.POSS

متمان متھني على الكريھبة
mʊtmɛn mɪthɛni ʕalɛ ɪlkaɾhəbə
at.peace not.worried about DET.little.car
Your brother (I) was at peace, not worried about the little car.

And went in

فوق التابلو دي بور
foq ɪtæblo di boɾ
on DET.dashboard
I put the receipt on top of the dashboard

Of course I paid the cost of parking

And I got out to shop

Inner
في النھج مقابل شمبيون
fɪnɛhəʒ m̩qabəl ʃampion
in.DET.street across.from Champion
Once I parked my car on the street across from Champion.

Outer

باش
bɛʃ
in.order.to

Focus

و
u
AND

و
u
AND

بيان سور
biɛn suɾ
of course

و
u
AND

7

6

5

4

3

2

PoD Connective Sent #
مرة
1
mɜrə
time

Text #2: The Towed Taxi

85

عندنا
ʕandnɜ
to.1PL

ضياف
ðiɛf
guests

I returned

I went

I doubted the place

I didn't find it

I came, looking for the car

في البالسة
fɪlblasə
in DET.place

***

رجعت
ɾəʒʕat
return.1SG.PST

مشيت
m̩ʃit
go.1SG.PST

شكيت
ʃɛkit
doubt.1SG.PST

مالقيتھاش
mɛlqithɛʃ
find.1SG.PST__eFSG.OBJ_NEG

جيت نذرب على
ʒit nɜðɾɜb ʕalɛ
come.1SG.PST look.for.1SG

تستنى
tɪstɛnə
wait

في القذية
fɪlqɜðiə
in DET.shopping.goods

الكرھبة
ɪlkɜɾhəbə
DET.car

نقصد ربي
nɔqsɪd ɾɜbi
go.toward.1SG God

للدار
lɪdaɾ
to.DET.house
I finished my shopping And left to put (what I had bought) in the car and head towards home

My wife was waiting for what I had bought And that day we had guests (coming)

V
نحطھم
n̩ħɔthom
put.1SG_3PL.OBJ

Inner
في الكرھبة
fɪlkɜɾhəbə
in DET.car

O

Outer

***

***

***

***

***

***

المراة
ɪlmɾa
DET.woman

***

S
***

Focus
باش
bɛʃ
in.order.to

نھارتھا
n̩harɪthɜ
day_3FSG.POSS

و
u
AND

و
u
AND

13

12

11

10

9

8

PoD Connective Sent #

86

I saw them towing it

He said to me

yes

I said to him

So it was a taxi?

until someone said to me

I asked

Outer

Inner

ريتھم
ɾithom
see.1SG.PST_3PL.OBJ

شنقلوھا
ʃɛngluhɜ
tow.3PL.PST_3FSG.OBJ

***

قاللي
qalːi
say.3SG.PST_to_1SG

أي
ʔɛi
yes

قلتله
qɔltlu
say.1SG.PST_to_3SG

قاللي
qalːi
say.3SG.PST_to_1SG

V
سألت
sʔɛlt
ask.1SG.PST

***

***

***

تاكسي
tæksi
taxi

***

O

***

***

***

***

***

واحد
wæħɪt
someone

S
***

راني
ɾani
PART

Focus

ياخي
jɛχi
PART

حتى لين
ħatə lin
until when

20

19

18

17

16

15

PoD Connective Sent #
14

87

DET.shopping.goods

with small.store in DET.street
have.mercy.on.3SG
parents_3SG.POSS

مشيت
m̩ʃit
go.1SG.PST

put.1SG.PST

V
حطيت
ħatit

***

S
***

Focus

They said to me

على سبب الحاجز
ʕalɛ sbɛb ɪlħæʒəz
on reason of DET.towing
I asked them about the reason for its towing

When I went to them I found the car

باش تدفع
bɛʃ tɛdfaʕ
FUT pay.2SG

قالولي
qaluli
say.3PL.PST_to_1SG

***

خطية
χtiə
fine

سألتھم
sʔɛlthom
ask.1SG.PST_3PL.OBJ

لقيت
l̩qit
find.1SG.PST

الكرھبة
ɪlkɜɾhəbə
DET.car

***

مشيت لھم
m̩ʃitl̩hom
go.1SG.PST_to_3PL

***

***

***

***

***

***

كي
ki
when

الحال
نشوف
***
باش
ɪlħæl
n̩ʃuf
bɛʃ
DET.situation
see.1SG
in.order.to
I put what I had bough with a store on the street; may God have mercy on the parents of the owner And I went to the towing garage under Champion to see what had happened

للفريار تحت شمبيون
lɪlfuɾiɛɾ tæħɪt ʃampion
to.DET.tow.garage under Champion

O
القذية
ɪlqɜðiə

Inner
عند حوينطة في النھج يرحم والديه
ʕand ħwitə fɪnɛhəʒ jɜɾħam wɛldih

Outer

و
u
AND

25

24

23

22

PoD Connective Sent #
21

88

معھم
mʕahom
with_3PL

I won't pay the fine unless we check

I didn't give up with them

They didn't want to listen

I paid

ربي
ɾɜbi
God

الخطية
ɪlχɜtiə
DET.fine

الصحيح
ɪsəħiħ
DET.truth

***

نتثبتو
nɪtθɜbtu
check.3PL

ھداھم
hdɛhom
guide.3SG.PST_3PL.OBJ

***

***

***

***

***

S
***

ماندفع
mɛndɛfaʕ
pay.1SG_NEG

شديت
ʃɛdit
grab.1SG.PST

ماحابوش يسمعو
mɛħabuʃ jɪsmaʕu
want.3PL.PST_NEG listen.3PL

خلست
χɜlɜst
pay.1SG.PST

قلت لھم
qɔltl̩hom
say.1SG.PST_to_3PL

***

I said to them

V
ماكش دافع
mɛkʃ dɛfaʕ
2SG_NEG pay.PROG.SG

Inner

O
حق الوقوف
ħaq ɪlwʊquf
cost of DET.parking
You're going to pay a fine Because you haven't paid the cost of parking

Outer

كان ما
kɛn ma
except if

راني
ɾani
PART

Focus

31

30

29

28

27

26

PoD Connective Sent #
على خاطر
ʕalɛ χatəɾ
because

89

And after a manager of theirs came

At first they wouldn't give in You're going to pay the fine

قدام الكرسي متاعي
qɔdɛm ɪlkʊɾsi m̩tɛʕi
in.front.of DET.seat of_1SG
I found it fallen in front of my seat

I opened the door of the car

Where did the receipt go?

I didn't find anything

فوق التبلو دي بور
foq ɪtæblu di bɔɾ
top.of DET.dashboard
I looked on top of the dashboard

Outer
Inner
للكرھبة
معي
mʕajə
lɪlkɜɾhəbə
with_1Sg
to_DET.car
God guided them And they went with me to the car

ندفع
nɛdfaʕ
pay.1SG

الخطية
ɪlχtiə
DET.fine

جا
ʒɛ
come.3SG.PST

شدو
ʃɛdu
grab.3PL.PST

الصحيح
ɪsəħiħ
DET.truth

مسؤل معھم
mɛsʔul mʕahom
manager with_3PL

نلقاھا
nɛlqaha
find.1SG_3FSG.OBJ

حليت
ħælit
open.1SG.PST

مشات
m̩ʃɛt
go.3FSG.PST

مالقيت
mɛlqit
find.1SG.PST

خزرت
χzɜɾt
look.1SG.PST

V
مشاو
m̩ʃɛu
go.3PL.PST

طايحة
taiħa
fallen

باب الكرھبة
bɛb ɪlkɜɾhəbə
door of DET.car

التيكاي
ɪtikɛi
DET.ticket

شيء
ʃɛi
nothing

O

***

***

***

***

***

***

S
***

باش
bɛʃ
that

وين
win
where

Focus

من بعد
mɪn baʕd
after

و
u
AND

على اللول
ʕalɛ ɪlːuwːəl
at first

38

37

36

35

34

33

32

PoD Connective Sent #
و
u
AND

90

And they let me go.

***

سيبوني
saibuni
let.go.3PL.PST_1SG.OBJ

***

تدخل
ətdɛχɜl
intervene.3SG.PST

***

S
***

V
حكيتله
ħkitlu
tell.1SG.PST_to_3SG


ɜlah
God

O
الحكاية
ɪlħækɛijə
DET.story

يرحم
jɜɾħam
have.mercy.3SG

Inner

والديه
wɛldih
parents_3SG.POSS
I told him the story And he intervened May God have mercy on his parents

Outer

Focus

و
u
AND

و
u
AND

40

PoD Connective Sent #
39

Sentence

91

I came, looking for the car

I finished my shopping And left to put (what
I had bought) in the car and head towards
home
My wife was waiting for what I had bought
And that day we had guests (coming)

Your brother (I) was at peace, not worried
about the little car.

And went in

1CA: Again, the assumption is that the
speaker went to shop in Champion, not
somewhere else.

Scene for story is set: hearer has
context for drawing assumptions
now.
Informaton about his mental state
and the car's welfare raise a
hearer's expectations of relevance
regarding what will happen to the
car, as the information would seem
irrelevant otherwise.

These two sentences set up the
scene and strengthen what is to
come
1: Because this information is so
obvious and generally
unimportant, the fact that it is
mentioned encourages the hearer
to draw contextual effects: paying
for parking is highly relevant to this
story.

Effects

The speaker finished shopping in Champion
and brought his items to put them in the car
and go home.
The speaker's wife needed the items he had 1CA: The cultural script of hosting is activated, intensification of the importance
bought in Champion, because she needed to including serving dinner and the role of the
of the actions: again raises
make dinner for guests who were coming to
wife in cooking dinner. 2A: The hearer
expectations of relevance for what
their house that night.
assumes that the speaker is in a hurry, as his is to come: some kind of conflict
wife is waiting for him.
The speaker came to where his car should 1CA: The orientation of the discourse is in the
Orienting this section of the
have been and looked for it.
street outside of the store, where the car discourse around the car's position
should be ("I came" rather than "I went")
also raises expectations of
relevance for the hearer regarding
the car's salience ot the story

The speaker was not worried at all about his
car, and thought nothing of it.

The speaker went into the Champion store.

The speaker took the receipt from the parking 1CA: The speaker did what he was supposed
machine and put it on the dashboard of his car to according to the cultural script of paying for
(so that it could be seen by the inspectors).
parking: everything is in order.

I put the receipt on top of the dashboard

Of course I paid the cost of parking

And I got out to shop

Explicature
Assumptions
At one point in time in the past the speaker 1CA: The store he is speaking about is the one
parked his car across from the Champion store in downtown Tunis, not another one of the
in downtown Tunis
same stores somewhere else in the city or
country. 2CA: The car he is speaking about is
his taxi, as the speaker is a taxi driver.
The speaker then got out of his car and went 1CA: The speaker shopped in Champion, as he
to shop in Champion.
mentioned the store in the previous
sentence.
The speaker paid the parking charge at the
1CA: The script of paying for parking is
machine.
activated: paying at a machine, getting your
ticket and putting it on the dashboard, etc.

Utterance
Once I parked my car on the street across
from Champion.

Notes

Text #3: The Towed Taxi, Relevance Theory Chart

92

I went

I returned

I asked

until someone said to me

So it was a taxi?
I said to him
yes
He said to me
I saw them towing it

12

13

14

15

16
17
18
19
20

23

22

Assumptions

Effects
Notes
The speaker should find this
The "choppiness" of the
information to be highly relevant: narrative here is typical
all other information has
of peaks in the
strengthened this event and led up discourse: fast action
to it.
without additional
information.

1CA: The speaker went to another street to
see if he could find his car; he didn't just go
off somewhere.
He didn't find it, and returned to the same
1CA: The speaker did not find his car in the
place.
other street, and so came back to the same
place.
He began to ask people on the street if they 1CA: The speaker found people nearby where
had seen his car.
he thought left his car and asked them if they
had seen it; he didn't ask random people
random questions.
Finally, after he had asked a number of
1CA: This went on for some time until
The specificity of this utterance
people, someone said to him
someone had relevant information for him
raises expectations of relevance
Is the car you're looking for a taxi?
The speaker said to this man
Yes, it was a taxi.
The man said to him
I saw the towers tow a taxi away.
1CA: The cultural script of towing is activated: Expectations of relevance in 15 are
who does it, where the car is taken, how you met here: here is the implication of
get the car back, etc.
what is strengthened in 15.

The speaker began to doubt that he had come
to the right place.
He went somewhere else to look for his car.

Explicature
The speaker did not find his car.

I put what I had bough with a store on the
1CA: The cultural script of "amena", or an
These actions are the result of 20
street; may God have mercy on the parents
entrustment, is activated: store owner keeps and strengthen the actions to come
of the owner And I went to the towing
items for speaker.
garage under Champion to see what had
happened
When I went to them I found the car
When the speaker went to the workers at the
The rapidity of this action indicates
towing garage, he found his car at the garage.
that finding the car is not the most
relevant occurrence in the story:
hearer looks for relevance
elsewhere
I asked them about the reason for its towing
1CA: The speaker knew of no reason why his
car should have been towed: he had paid the
parking fee. So he wanted to be given a
reason for the towing.

I doubted the place

11

21

Utterance
I didn't find it

Sentence
10

93

They didn't want to listen
I didn't give up with them

28
29

40

39

38

37

36

34
35

33

32

31

30

I said to them
I paid

26
27

I said to the parking garage employees
I paid the parking fee

Explicature

1CA: Speaker has a right to prove his
innocence

This brings up a contextual
weakening or contrast to the
hearer: hasn't the speaker paid the
fee? It is this conflict of
assumptions: that he has paid, and
that he has not paid, which creates
the conflict in the story and moves
the disourse along

1CA: more of the cultural script for towing
activated: requirement to pay fine for towing

Raises expectations that a
contextual implicatoin is coming:
growing conflict through
contrast/weakening

Speaker reiterates the contextual
contrast: there are two conflicting
ideas

Effects

Assumptions

I looked for the ticket on top of the dashboard 1CA: ticket should be on top of the dashboard
where speaker left it
I didn't find anything
1CA: Did speaker make a mistake? Is he lying? Contextual contrast strengthened:
is speaker wrong?
Where did the receipt go?
I asked myself, where did the receipt go?
1CA: Speaker holds on to his innocence
I opened the door of the car
Raising expectations of relevance
again: what will happen?
I found it fallen in front of the seat
I found the ticket. It had fallen in front of the 1CA: The ticket had somehow fallen. 2CA:
important contextual implication:
seat
The speaker in fact did pay the parking fee
we now have a resolution to the
and is in the right.
contrast and have found out what
happened
At first they wouldn't give in You're going to The employees stil didn't want to let him go 1CA: They felt that it was not their fault the
unexpected continuing contrast
pay the fine
without paying the fine
ticket was not on the dashboard, and that the
leading to more conflict
speaker should still pay
And after a manager of theirs came
1CA: cultural script of authority activated:
strengthens what is to come
who has power, who listens to whom?
I told him the story And he intervened May I told him about what happened with my car,
1CA: manager has power to overrule his
final contextual implicatoin: they
God have mercy on his parents
and he decided that I did not have to pay. I'm subordinates 2CA: the speaker did not have to
let me go, the contrast was
very thankful to him
pay
resolved
And they let me go
They allowed me to take my car and go

I looked on top of the dashboard.

I continued to argue with them and didn't give
in.
I won't pay the fine unless we check
I said to them that I will not pay the fine
unless we check my car for the ticket and do
not find it
God guided them and they went with me to I am in the right, and God calmed them down
the car
and showed them that, and they went with
me to check for the ticket in the car

Utterance
They said to me
You're going to pay a fine Because you
haven't paid the cost of parking

Sentence
24
25

Notes

